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All Employes Will Ask for Territory Considering Pro- Entire Crew and All of the Bloody Engagement on Min- - Colorado Expert Says Condi- - Once Most Drunken Army
ndano with 4,000 Moha-medations Could Not Be More
in World is Now the
Passengers Drowned Near
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WORK GALE
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REMAINS

UNABATED

Pre Several National Guard Promo- Thistlemoor Wrecked Off
But Several of Men
tions Announced by Adparing for the Expected
Saved.
Walk Out.
jutant General.

Big Shippers Are Quietly

St. Paul, Dec. 4. Both sides today
expressed confidence in the result of
the switchmen's strike, but no apparent, progress was made toward a settlement. The switchmen still claim
to have the situation in hand but the
railroads are making leadjway in
their steady importation of new men
to take the places of the strikers and
"today they promise to handle more
.freight than at any time since the
strike began. The strike at the head
of the lakes is practically broken,
but in the Twin Cities and out west
the railroads so far have not been
able to handle any volume of business. An attempt will be made by the
business interests today to jbring
about a conference, but the railroad
officials say they will make no
and the switchmen must reto
work
under the old conditions.
turn
Teamsters Union Will Not Strike.
Seattle, Dec. 4. Railroad officials
say that they are gradually resuming
freight traffic. The Seattle Teamsters'
Union has decided not to strike in
sympathy with the switchmen. Three
freight trains left Helena, Montana,
this morning for the west, but otherwise very little is being dohe.
Dissension Among Union Men.'
St. Paul, Minn., Dec. 4. A quarrel
between
Whitney of
the Brotherhood of Railway Trainmen,
and President Hawley, or the Switchmen's Union, is the latest development
of the strike, Whitney says that the
Switchmen's Union in calling the
strike was "unfair- to the Brotherhood,
unfair with their own members and unfair with the railroads." To this Hawley reiterated today that "Whitney's
statement is a lame and contemptible
excuse for the men that he wants to
go back as scabs." -

Ap-pledo-

The Good Roads Commission

and

the Carey Act Board met this forenoon in the office of Governor Curry,
who together with Land Commissioner R. P. Ervien and Territorial Engineer Vernon L. Sullivan
constitute
both bodies. It was decided by the
Good Roads Commission

to leave on

next Wednesday for Otero county to
take up with the board of county
commissioners the building of good
Messrs.
roads.
From Alamogordo,
Ervien and Sullivan will go to Silver
City to look over the Mogollon road.
It was reported that the Albuquerque-Santa
Fe road has been completed from Thornton to La Bajada
hill and that on Monday the convicts
would begin working from Thornton

re

London. Dec. 4. All hope of the
survival of the passengers and crews
of the Isle of Man steamer Elian Van-niwere abandoned today when portions of the steamer's upper work and
small boats were picked up on the
banks of the Mersey were identified
as belonging to the missing vessel.
The Elian Vannin carried twelve passj
engers and a crew of twenty-one- .
The little steamer was the mascot
of the Isle of Man Steam Packet Company's fleet and her luck was proverbial. For forty-nin- e
years she had
ridden the seas and never lost a
passenger. The loss of the steamer
Thistlemoor oil Appledore in Barn-- j
stable Bay is confirmed today, but:
several of her crew of thirty werej
saved. The gale continued with uu-- j
abated severity over the Irish chan-- .
nel today.
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Reinforcements
Are Being Everything Can Be Placed in An Incentive to Keep on With
Readiness Within Sixty
Rushed to Scene of
Fight Against
Canteen.
Battle.
Days.
Santa Fe is to have a territorial fish
I.
fanatical
The
Manila, Dec.
Moros and Sananos forced a fight on hatchery. This much has been decida detachment of constabulary under ed upon by Territorial Game Warden
Lieutenant Elarts near Mount Malin-dang- . Thomas P. Gable, and the exac t locaMindanao Island, last Sunday.
members of the constabulary,
four porters and one policeman were
killed. The Moros left twenty of
their number dead when they finally
scattered. Seme 4.000 fanatics gathered in the vicinity of the mountains
two weeks ago and Governor Pershing
Constabulary
anticipated trouble.
reinforcements have been sent to the
scene of the fight but the tribesmen
are now returning to their homes.
Six

BOTH SIDES ARE

STILL CONFIDENT.
southward.
The Carey At Board ordered the
Railroads However Are Succeessful in
Handlinn More Freight Will
payment of the bill of $1,100 of the
reclamation service for the maps,
Make No Concessions.
,
plats, etc., of the Lake Urton project ATROCIOUS MURDER AT
which had been turned over to the
PITTSBURG, KANSAS.
Chicago, Dec. 4. The Tribune this
the
cf
The
members
Territory.
morning says that the "United States
board also discussed the proposition Young Woman Victim of Ruthless is threatened with the greatest railto build a territorial reservoir in the
Criminal Robbery was the
road strike in the history of the naTularosa valley, Otero county, for
Motive.
tion. Practically every railroad line
which funds to the amount of $50.-00Kans., Dec. 4. Follow- in the country is in imminent danger
Pittsburg,
will be available and which is to ing the murder a week ago of Will- of being completely tied up by a
cost eventually $150,000.
of its operating employes
iam Bork, his wife and child, another walk-ou- t
As Soon as Notary Sobers Up.
atrocious murder today has put this this month. Officers of the organizaGame and Fish Warden Thcmas P. and other towns in this vicinity in a tions of switchmen, trainmen, enginGable today received a communica- frenzy of excitement. Miss Goldie eers and firemen have agreed upon a
tion from
from a deputy, Ingberg was murdered and robbed at uniform demand of ten per cent wage
who said he would forward a certifi- her home here early today. Her as- increase, without deviation or comcate as soon as the only notary pub- sailant forced carbolic acid down the promise. "That a crisis is approachlic in the place sobered up sufficientgirl's throat, tore her diamond ear- ing rapidly was indicated yesterday
ly to enable him to put his seal to rings out of her ears, then dragged by the announcement at New York by
the document.
her to the front porch where she was offiers of the Brotherhood of RailNotary Public Appointed.
found later by her mother, who was way Trainmen that they would preGovernor Curry today appointed awakened by the daughter's moans. sent their demands on the 11th of this
Edmund Thurland of Fruitland, San Miss Ingberg lived but a short time month and the wage conference will
Juan county, a notary public.
after being found. There is no clue begin on the 15th. Although every
National Guard Orders.
to the murderer.
effort will be made to avert a gen
Office of the Adjutant General,
it is impossible to predict
strike,
eral
.
1.1,1.
U
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Santa Fe, N. M.,; Dec: 4, 1909.'
EL PASO BUSINESS
General Orders No. 20.
that
become
situation
the
serious
has
MEN ARE AROUSED.
First Sergeant Albert E. Haywood,
ALL READY
early this week the railroad presiis
1st
promoted Hold Mass
Company H,
Infantry,
dents
quietly notified the largest
Meeting to Protest Against
to 1st lieutenant to date from Decemalong their lines that they
shippers,
and
Horse
Gambling
Racing
ber 1st, 1909.
had
best
prepare for emergency, and
at Juarez.
so notified, including miners
Sergeant De Soto H. Grant, Comshippers
pany H, 1st infantry, is promoted to
of coal, manufactures, jobbers and
El Paso, Texas, Dec. 4. The cru- shippers of grain and other food stuffs
2nd lieutenant to date from December
sade against the race track at Juar- have been exerting themselves to
No Time Need to Be Lost 1st, 1909.
Lieutenants Haywood and Grant ez, Mexncjo, opposite El Paso, al- the utmost to lay in stocks and disNext Week to Get Down are assigned to Company H, 1st In- though the winter meeting there has tribute products to the consuming
fantry and will report in person to barely got under way, has already centers."
to Business
Captain George E. Morrison for duty started. At a mass meeting of ministers and businessmen last night at EIGHTEEN BELOW
with that company.
the Chamber of Commerce it was decommand of the Qovernor,
By
ZERO IN WYOMING.
TAFT MESSAGE Oil TUESDAY
A. S. BROOKES,
cided to ask the state department to
Acting Adjutant General. make an effort to have the concession Blizzard Delays Traffic in Colorado
for the race track revoked if possiNormal 'School Trustees.
and Other States Twenty
Senators and , Representatives Owing to the presence at that time ble.
Inches of Snow.
in St.nta Fe of several members of the
Arriving in Washington for
board, there will be a meeting of the EVERY ONE GONE
Session.
Laramie, Wyo., Dec. 4. The govWRONG BUT MOTHER.
trustees of the Sapnish-Americatheremometer at the Univerernment
Normal school in this city on TuesColorado Springs, Dec. 4. Florof Wyoming registered eleven beWashington, Dec' 4. With the op- - day evening next. The school is meet-wit- ence
sity
Keifer, 16 years old, who was
beening of the first regular session of
success and is do- arrested on complaint made by Hu- low zero last night, and eighteen
very
gratifying
two
but
the sixty-firGreen
days
Congress
at
low
Wyo.
River,
reported
a most excellent work.
mane Officer J. F. Neff, on the charge
away Senators and Representatives ing
The storm is general over southern
Governor Curry's Report.
of incorrigibility, was sent to the
from near and far are arriving in
from
An Associated Press dispatch
state industrial school for girls at Wyoming, and trains are deloyed.
the
Washington today. Following
Heavy Snow in Colorado.
Morrison by Judge John E. Little of
says:
Washington
d
Houses
custom, both
Dec. 4. A heavy snow has
Denver,
the
fact
the
leading the juvenile court. The girl's story
that
"Recalling
will adjourn soon after the convenna- to
a great portion of Colofallen
over
last
their
a
one.
She
was
during
political
Little
parties
pitiful
Judge
ing at noon on Monday" in respect to tional conventions
themrado
last
since
:
night with prospects
pledged
said "I guess my folks are all wrong
the memory of those members who selves .to the
A fall of more than twenty
statehood
for
more.
of
in
passage
the
is
Father
mother.
but
county
.have died during the recess of ConCurry, who recently
jail, also my brother for not support- inches is reported from the mountain
gress. Tuesday likely will be devot- MexNew
of
the
governorship
ing mother, and my other brother is camps of the Boulder district; twelve
ed by both Houses to the reading of
to Secretary just out of jail.". The girl's story is inches at Cripple Creek and several
in
annual
ico
his
report
President Taft's message to Congress
thai the secre- that she knew no better than to walk inches at Pueblo. Railroad traffic is
and after that the law makers should Ballinger, again urges
use
his influence the streets.
interior
of
the
tary
somewhat delayed.
':'
"be able to get down to business imthe
for
statehood
toward
obtaining
committee
mediately, as all
appoint
of
ments and other details of organiza Territory at the coming session
Congress.
tion have been completed.
" 'We have,' says the report, 'a population of nearly half a million, the
:FRANK
bitten
majority of whom are descendants of
BY HORSE
the Anglo-Saxorace, the balance are
OF PRAIRIE
LEGAL
Silver City, S. M., Dec. 4 Franlj Spanish-America- n
citizens who are as
Bell, a well known mining man of
and as good a people as
Pines Altos, who recently sold the ever lived in any state or territory.
Philadelphia mine at Hanover for They have always been loyal to our Judge Essex Holds Up Colo- Still Stuck in Mud of Del$75,000, is speeding on his way to the country and to our flag.'
rado New Statute for
aware Unable to Move
Pasteur institute at Austin, Texas,
"Recommendation is made for the
to receive treatment for a bite by a creation of another judicial district
Decency
any Direction
mad horse received last Monday in the northern part of the Territory.
morning.
The criminal laws, it is declared, are
Bell was preparing to go overland being as vigorously enforced as those
WILL CRUSH IMMORAL TRAFFIC MARINES
on a prospecting trip to Mexico, and in any state.
WILLJE. LANDED
when he went to the corral to hitch
"Conditions in the Territory, says
up the horse attacked him biting him the governor, have been as good as
Now Coal and Supplies Being Taken
on the hand. The horse was bitten during the previous year. The immi- Pueblo Procurer Must
Off-DiTrial
His
Heinous
for
Not Prepared
Stand
a
fox
xie
mad
three weeks ago and gration, while somewhat diminished,
by
.has been acting strangly ever since. has been of a more substantial charOffense.
for Voyage.
JBell, as soon as he ascertained these acter, and in no public interest has
facts, left at once for Austin.
there, been a greater advance than
Pueblo, Colo., Dec. 4. The legality
Philadelphia, Dec. 4. The transport
in education."
of
Slave
"White
the
Prairie
Law",
carrying 700 marines and a
BURIED GIRL BABY IN
passed by the last legislature was cargo of equipment to be used in a
ADOBE WALL OF HOUSE. CHINESE TONG WAR
REACHES ARIZONA. upheld by Judge C. S. Essex in the possible campaign against Nicaragua
Mexico City, Dec. 4. Because her
Ariz., Dec. 4. It is be- district court today, when he over is still stuck in the mud in Delaware
Nogales,
first born was not a boy, Maria Isa-- lieved that the Chinese Tong war that ruled the demurrer in which the at river. The vessel's stores and coal
"bel Hernandez, aided by two othe'r
in San Francisco has torney for Leo Flores, who is to be are being lightered and the marines
originated
women, it is chaTged, buried her baby reached this citp. A Chinaman was tried under the act, attacked the conprobably will have to be sent ashore.
alive in the walls of an adobe house
dead last nigbt near here and stitutionality of the law. Judge Es The transport Dixie now at the navy
a few minutes after its hirth ins found
onnavnl n rroot a hnva haan maAa n tho sex declared the law legally passed yard, may have to take the place of
Monday. The three women were ar - j Chinese colony in the effort to clear and that it was in the interest of pub the
Prairie, but she is far from being
irested.
J up the mystery.
lic morals.
prepared for a sea voyage.
0

LEMON

Washington, Dec. 4. Emperor William af Germany is on the 'waUr
wagon." Sadder still, the soldiers of
his imperial army can no longer look
to their usual ration of "schnapps"
for courage and sustenance, for in
its place, they now find bottled lemon
soda. This statement was made last
night by C. Rowland Munroe of New
Jersey, before the conference of suof the
perintendents
of
league, tlie annual convention
which opens here on Monday. Mr.
Munroe was a delegate to the recent
international congress on alcoholism
held at London, to lend encouragement to the league workers in their
tight against the army canteen. Mr.
Munroe (noted from a statement
made by the German delegates to
the London congress as to what already has been accomplished with the
ruler and army of the most noted
drinking nation on earth.

tion will be made public just as soon
as the title to the land can be obtained. The location selected is an ideal
one and within a very reasonable distance of the center of the city. As
quickly as clear title is secured, work
will be commenced on the building of
a hatchery. For the purpose of having everything exact and in proper
working order, the game warden has
brought to Santa Fe an expert fish
hatchery man in the person of B. C.
Hosselkus of Creede, Colo.
Hosselkus is president of the Lost
Lake Fish Hatchery Company at
Creede. He has had fifteen years experience in his line of business and is
regarded as one of the best experts in
the country, having received high
recognition from the United States
Before engaging in privgovernment.
ate business he was in the employ of
the bureau of fisheries of the United
States and also of the state of Colorado. His high standing with the
United States government is attested
by the fact that whenever the government receives queries from foreign
countries regarding certain kinds of
fish, the matter is referred to
All shipments of trout, bass,
etc., to foreigu countlres are made
from the hatchery at Creede. The
principal countries to which the fish!
are shipped are Germany, France and

anti-saloo-

n

LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR OF
CALIFORNIA BOUNCED.
San Diego, Cal.,

Dec.

4.

Lieuten

ant Governor Villarino of lower California, was removed from office today

Governor Vega. The removal
by
from this
grows out of the escape
c ity and Mater from lower California
of Earl Lynell, son of a prominent
furniture dealer of this city wanted
to answer the charge of killing Earl
Davis in a quarrel over a girl.
Lynell fled to lower California,
where he was placed under surveillance.
Later he disappeared and
Japan.
Prosecuting
Attorney Utley of San
The hatchery at Creede is a very Diego at once
preferred charges
large affair. There are five natural against Villarino.
lakes covering six hundred acres and siblo for the esca
one natural lake covering 1,120 acres
of ground.
The fish raised are rain-- j
bow trout, mountain front, eastern;
trout, steel head trout, black bass,
croppies and ring perch. Annually,
ten million trout eggs are hatched by
artificial means. The trout generally
does not reproduce until it is three
UIILU UUI
years old, except that the brook trout
reproduces in eighteen months. During the spawning season, if the spawn Two Men Killed in Riot at
is left to itself, only about one percent
Mills in Bridgeport,
of the eggs hatch out. By artificial
Ohio
means, the percentage of eggs hatched
is increased to 97 per cent. The trout
produces 1000 eggs to the pound of
fish.
HARMON
MEANS
BUSINESS
The bass, croppies and perch do not
need the attention given the trout, but
nests are built for them and their eggs Eighth and Part of Two Other
are hatched out naturally. These fish
Regiments Bound for Scene
produce obout 200,000 eggs to the
of Fight.
pound of fish and about ten per cent
of the eggs hatch. At the Creede
Columbus, Ohio, Dec. 4 Governor
hatchery, 2,500,000 eggs are successful- Harmon
today ordered the Eighth
It can thus be
ly hatched annually.
of the Ohio National Guard
regiment
above
statements
from
the
gleaned
and
of the Seventh and Fourth
parts
what tremendous increases in the matto proceed at once to
regiments
obtained.
can
be
of
ter
reproduction,
where two guards in the
Bridgeport,
The Lost Lake hatchery is, of course,
mills of the Aetna Standard Coma private commercial enterprise, but
were wounded in a riot last
from its hatchery are shipped any pany
night.
amount of fish to the state hatcheries
and to the U. S. government for the BOARD OF
EDUCATION
purpose of stocking streams. The
HOLDS MEETING.
state of Colorado has at present seven
state hatcheries. These are located at
Christmas Holidays
Glenwood Decide That
Hot Suplphur Springs,
Shall Begin on December
Springs, Steamboat Springs, Durango,
Twenty-seconDel Norte. Leadville and Denver, the
The board of education met yestermain hatchery beins at the latter city.
Last year, the hatchery at Creede day at 4 o'clock in. the afternoon ia
the office of the secretary. There
shipped 000,000 trout to be used by were
present, President T. B. Catron,
the state in stocking Colorado streams.
The demand is so great that Colo-- Jose D. Sena, Nicanor Baca, Alan R.
rado with its seven hatcheries as- McCord and C. E. Linney. Dr. J. B.
Jose D. Sanchez and Manuel
sisted by the Creede hatchery is un- Sloan,
B. Salazar were absent. The minutes
able to meet it. At the last legislature
of the previous meeting were apevery county in the state was crying proved as read. Aside
from the readfor the establishment of a hatchery.
of the superintendent's report, the
ing
The state hatcheries have been In ex- treasurer's
report and the passing of
istence for twenty-fou- r
years and hare bills, no great amount of business
meant much to Colorado, having pre- was transacted.
vented the extinction of fish in the
It was decided that tho holiday vastate's streams. In fact, the streams cation
should begin on Wednesday
of Colorado have been so well taken
the 22nd of December and
evening
no
care of that there is
longer a that the schools should resume work
closed trout season, but trout can be on
3, 1910.
Monday
had at any time and can even be serv- It was also morning, January
to have book
arranged
ed by hotels and restaurants.
cases placed in the various school
The hatcheries are looked after by rooms during the holiday vacation.
the state fish commissioner, he being
assisted by aVout twenty employes, POP ANSON WANTS
and in busy times also by the thirty
TO BE PRESIDENT.
game wardens of the state. The annual capacity of the seven hatcheries
Philadelphia, Dec. 4. "Pop" Anis 28 million.
son wants to be president of the
Hosselkus has just finished superin- National Baseball League. In a lettending the construction of a hatchery ter to Horace Pogol, the new presion the ranch of Normen W. Bartlett at dent of the Philadelphia club "Pop"
Vermejo Park, in Colfax county, this says so very plainly and saya he will
being the first hatchery ever built in poll a surprising vote. President Fo-gNew Mexico. It will be for private
was pleased with the letter but
declared he had not yet made up hia
(Continued on Page Eight)
mind as to his choice.
Hos-selku-
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Green Beans,

Potatoes, Celery, Cucumbers.

f

Sweet

Cranberries,

Ducks,

Turkeys, Chickens,

Feas.

Cauliflower,

Chile, Bell Peppers, Grapes, Oranges,

Bannanas,

and all kinds of Nuts,

Jf'r

No. 40

j

Ap SEE FDR YOURSELF
THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF
CALL

'

8

JEWELER

FURRIER

Every Description of work in our line done to order
GAME HEADS MOUNTED
Artistic Taxidermy and Ladies' Fur Repairing a Specialty

Send for prices for tanning and lining
furs and hides for rugs and robes

Highest prices paid for raw furs of all kinds
CDANK
... I FVi .Pener'
C P-f-in w . . M
Niercninoite
Phona Black
iinini SANTA
FE. N. M.

436 Canon Road
19

023

a

Wood

WHOLESALE
Aft D .RETAIL

1

RATON
YANKEE

Screened

Lump

CERRILL08

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

SmiHiirg Coal.

SteamCoal.

Sawed Wood and Kindlirj,

capital coal yard.85

'ZY:Tl.'ll
Telephone 85
TRY OUR

'

Gr OHM

Telephone

Ma lea

Also Good for Chickens
International Stock Food
Flour, Hay,

LEO HERSCH

Grain, Potatoes,

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA PE.

H. C. YOFJTZ

WATCHES

MANUFACTURER OF

y" Te$'ed 8nd
MEXICAN FILIGREE Fitted
by
4 jWCLHT
Oate Methods
Cut Glass, China and Silverware

!!l!r,cr

Right
Right Sorvloa

I

i

i-

PHONE

Up-t-

345 San Franclaco St.

SANTA FE, N. M.

A

THE LEADING DRY GOODS
HOUSE

"My eon's hack was raw from shoulder to shoulder and the width of your
hand I really did not think he ever
would be cured. He, would scratch
until the blood would run and he waa
I used differlike a raw piece of meat
ent kinds of things but each kind made
it worse until I read of the Cuticura
Remedies, and one cake of Cuticura
Soap and one box of Cuticura Ointment
cured him like magic. I would not be
without it in the house and I have recommended it to all my friends. Mrs. J.
D. Maxwell, fith St., Woodside, Long
Island, X. Y.. May 21, 108."

T Ml NOD PITV

3

TnDIPCI
V

Denver, Colo., Dec. 4. Fore- cast for New Mexico: Snow
in south and east portions to- night and Sunday Fair and
colder tonight in southwest por- tion, Sunday colder in south.

j
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X
X
X
X

jjSISXXSXKXXXS
Elks Memorial Everybody
is

re-- !

m

Phone
No 14

.

a

w

avi S

Phone
No 14

HARDWARE CO.

St. Michael's College
Santa Fe, New Mexico
DIRECTED
BY THE

CHRISTIAN BROTHERS

Oldest and Most Popular Institution in the Southwest

flnmW COMMERCIAL LITERARY
&

SCIENTIFIC

Academic and Preparatory Courses

form Separate

Departmtnts
Send for Prospectus

BOARDING and DAY STUDENTS.

Studies resumed September 1st.

BROTHER HERMES. President

Undertaker and Embalmer
J. D. MULLIGAN

FUNERALS
RESIDENCE

NIOHT PHONK
PICTURE

RED

Given Careful
Personal Attention

188

RED

FRAMING TASTEFULLY

AND

SATISFACTORILY

130
DONE.

''

WE DELIVtR FIRST

If Prices count for anything

If Experience Counts for anything in preparing Prescriptions

ra

one-thir-

a

)

SVJEWT
The argument is again in our favor.

i

d
We guarantee a saving of
in fuel over any lower draft
stove of the same size, with soft coal,
lignite or slack.
2. We guarantee Cole's Hot Blast
to use less hard coal for heating a
given space than any base burner
made with same size firepot.
3. We guarantee that the rooms
can be heated from one to two hours
each morning with the soft coal or
hard coal put in the stove the
evening before.
4. We guarantee that
the stove
will hold fire with soft coal from
Saturday evening to Monday morning
without attention.
5. We guarantee a uniform heat
day and night, with soft coal, hard
coal or lignite.
6. We guarantee every stove to
remain absolutely air tight as long
as used.
7. We guarantee the feed door to
be smoke and dust proof.
The above guarantee is made with
the understanding that the stove be
operated according to directions, and
connected up with a gopr1 flue.

F.tf?rnal and Internal Treatment for
F.very Humor of Infants. Children and Adults,
of fiitintra Sofin (2hv.) to Cleanse the Skin.
Cutlriira Ointment C,0e. to Heal the Skin and Cutif50n ). or In the form of Chocolate
cura
Coated 1'ills. 2oa per vial of GOi to Purify the Blood.
Bold throughout the world.
Potter Drug & Chem.
Corn.,-- sole Prop., Hoston, Masa.
Mailed Free. Cuticura Book on Skin Diseases.

How's This?
We offer one hundred dollars reward for any case of Catarrh that
ROAST.
cannot he cured by Hall's Catarrh K. C. Prime Au
Jus,
&
F.
CHENEY
Cure.
J.
CO., Toledo,
Chicken With Dressing
O.
ENTREES.
We, the undersigned, have known
Charlotte
of Apples.
F. J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
VEGETABLES.
believe him perfectly honorable in all Mashed and Steamed
Spuds,
business transactions, and financially
Sweet Corn
able to carry out any obligations
DESSERT.
made by his firm.
Mince Pie.
Lemon Pie.
Walding, Kinnan & Marvin,
Vanilla Ice Cream
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, 0.
Coffee
milk
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken intern Tea,
Dinner 35c.
blood
the
ally, acting directly upon
and mucous surfaces of the system
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
Testimonials sent free. Price 75 c,
XTIVE KROMO Quinine Tablets
Take
per hotlle. Sold by all druggists.
refund money if itfailsto cure
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti KDruKttlsta
W. GROVE'S
signature is on each
Box, 25c.
pation.

If Quality Counts for

CITY.

1.

(niested to attend the Elka memorial
services at the Elks' theatre tomorrow
evening at 7:30.
Special Meeting There will he a
special meeting of the Guild on Mon- day afternoon at half past two o'clock
at the honle of Mrg Rarroun.
More Snow Although
the sun
the
shone brightly this forenoon,
weather bureau persists in predicting':
snow for tonight, but this time for
the eastern and southern and western
portions of the Territory. Tomor
row the weather is to be still colder
than today. Yesterday the maximum
temperature was 40 degrees and the
minimum last night was 27 degrees.
The relative humidity last evening at
6 o'clock was 78 per cent.
A meeting of the Enavant Club will
be held at the W. C. T. U. rooms Monday the 6th at 3 p. m. The Bay View
course this year is unusually interCOLORADO
LAW PROVIDES
esting, and every member should try
FOR MEDICAL SUPERVISION. and attend each meeting.
Denver, Colo., Dec. 3. Students of
(Continued oa Page Eight)
the East Denver High School are being examined this week for defects
of sight, hearing and breathing, in
accordance with an act passed by the
last legislature. Yesterday about two
hundred of the students were examRELISHES.
ined. The students of most of the
Lettuce
Potato Salad.
other schools in the city have been
SOUP.
examined.

your Business
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OUR QUARANIfcE

Complt

ir
We ought to have

HALF CENTURY

From Shoulder to Shoulder.
Scratched till Blood Ran.
Cured by Cuticura.

I

ZOOK HAS

36

Consomme Italienne.
BOILED.
Mutton with Vechambre Sauce.

Salt and Seeds

DIAMONDS

viee-pres-

To please our customers and you can find
something for every member of the family
if ycu will visit our store.

Coronado Cafe

SOLE AGENTS POR

Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

i

OUR AIM IS

Boy's Back Raw

-

,

MANUFACTURER

to select from and the prices are right.

FOR

j

Goods.

&

)

j

Jewelry, Silverware, Decorated China, Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony

B?gin your Christmas Shopping Now. We
have ta large and varied assortment on
hand in our different departments for you

"M? six rear old daughter had the
dieae calledaffec-te-hives for two
She became
by playing v.ith children who had it. although
we fiiri nr.t know it. By scratching she
caused large sores which were irritating.
Her body was a complete sore but it was
worse on her arms and bac k. We employed a physician who left medicine
but it did not help her and I tried several remedies but without avail. Seeing the Outieura KcmwJies advertised,
I thought I would try them.
I gave
her a hot bath daily with Cuticura Soap
and anointed her body with Cuticura
Ointment. The first treatment relieved
the itching and in a short time the disease disappeared. I recommend the
Cuticura Remedies for ail skin diseases
and give them mv greatest praise. Mrs.
Geo. L. Kndhoff, R. F. I). 1. Warren,
Mich., June 30 and July 13, 100S."

,

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks

TAXIDERMIST, TANNER

License Catarinn
Given Marriage
Tafoya, nyd 25, of Socorro, and Juan
Baea y I.o'uaio. aed 40, of Las Ves?as.
were L'iven a marriage license at La a
Veas yesterday.
University Defeats Aggies At Al
l)!.fiu-rquyesterday the I'niversity of
Xew Mexico eleven defeated the Agii
cultural College eleven of Mesilla Park
by a score of fl to 0.
Ranch House Destoyed by Fire
The fine residence of Arthur Xesbitt.
st. of Kstancia, was destroyed by1
It was a
fire Thursday afternoon.
frame
building.
large
Injured by Explosion Pablo Giron
Ibad his left, arm torn off near the elj
bow and several fingers blown from'
his right hand by the explosion of dynamite caps at Magdalena, Socorro
county.
Ten Men Found Guilty With Judge;
John K. McFie on the bench in district,
'court at Las Vegas, the territorial
petit jury yesterday found Juliano:
Montano and Facundo Medina guilty;
of larcenv.
Married in Manzano Church Re-- ;
fngia Torres and Federico Velasquez)
were
of Progreso, Torrance county,
married Thursday morning in the
Catholic church at Manzano by Rev.
Joseph (Jauthier.
Crushed Between Falling Walls
At Tnciimcari, the roofs of two livery
stables were crushed in by the weight
of snow. One horse was killed and
several buggies and carriages were
smashed, the damage being $1,200.
Santa Fe Architect's Plans Adopted
The hoard of county commissioners
of Chaves county lias adopted from
among six architects submitting plans,
those cf I. if. Rapp, the Santa Fe architect, for the new $i:j,000 Chaves
county court house.
Physicians Elect Cfficers The Ber-- '
nalillo County Medical Association has
elected the following officers: President, Dr. L. G. Rice; first
dent. Dr. If. B. Kauffman; second vice- president, Dr. C. A. Frank; secretary,
Dr. F. E. Tull; treasurer, Dr. E. Osu- ma; censor. Dr. Walter G. Hope.
Old Timer Dies at Las Cruces
IC.regorio Garcia, an old tinier at La,s
Cruces died at a ripe old age. He
h aves a wife and daughter, Mrs. RobHe was a brother
ert Xietzschniann.
ne wite ot rertecio Armijo, sneiin
01
n; Bernalillo county, and an uncle of
Mrs. Theodore Renault at Las duces.
He served as captain in the Now Mex-- '
ico militia.
Too Much Whisky Caused Two
Murders A man named Crozier, who
in a Quarrel which started as the re-- ;
suit of too much liquor, is accused of
killing a native of Mexico at Winkle-- I
man, Ariz. Hater in the day, another
native of Mexico was killed by an of
ficer in the town. The last named
foreigner while in a saloon nourished a gun and as the officer tried to
take it away from him the weapon was
discharged killing the Mexican.

COMPANY.

DON'T DELAY

DREADFUL DISEASE IS
CURED BY CUTICURA

'

8

S. Spitz

rible Plight Several Treatments
of No Avail -- But at Last the

fctitiit ion.

i

Incorporated 1903.

SELili BROS.

t

Itched
Torrr.e ted Two Months -Irritated and Scratching Made
Little Sufferer in TerIt Worse

advertise.

he advertised.
na'
thereby hanss a tale;
The ,'id was set. in nonpareil
'
And header! '"Sheriff's Sale."
Midway (Ky.j Clippef.
Death at Insane Asylum Mrs. Kate;
Seeia, ;ifimittf:d to the territorial asy-- .
'
lnrn for the insane at I. as Ve?as in the
;
sprinc? of last, year, has died at that in-- ;

inter Grocery Co.
Telephone

nor

wo-i'.-

Established 1836.

WITH HIVES

OH, NO.

w?.s

And

with allcashpurcbases.

Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

FE?

4, t2CJ

SATURDAY, DE.Cfc.YEER,

1L

CHILD COVERED

UP.

At la?,

register tickets

w 6 ulV6

BOUND

man in our town,
And he a,-- wondrous wise,
He swore by ail the dour that, be

There

Radish, Onions,

Beets,

Turnips,

DAILY

IN SANTA

fax
j

Beans,

THE

F, N.

We can interest you in either large or small quantity.

Zook's Pharmacy
Phone
213.

"The duality Drugist"

Our

Phone

213.

list of customers is rapidly 'growing this year
We will appreciate your name among them.

SATURDAY,

DECEMBER, 4, 1909.

TIME TABLE OF
LOCAL TRAINS

TlIK SANTA
IF WOMEN ONLY KNEW

What a Heap

KM

NK.V M KXICAN'. SANTA

THE FORUM.

of Happiness

it Would
GOOD NEWS IF TRUE.
Bring to Santa Fe Homes.
Denver and Rio Grande Railroad.
Hard to do housework with an ach- To the Editor:
Train leaves for the north at 10:15 ing back.
The ship
Washington. Nov.
a ru.
you hours of misery at leis- subsidy bill will be passed at the
Brings
Train arrives from the north at 4 ure or at work.
and
of Congress
coming session
. in.
If women only knew the cause that without much opposition.
New Mexico Central.
The measure, say its friends, has
Backache nains come from sick
Train leaves Santa Fe at 1:45.
j assed the House in one form or ankidneys,
Train arrives at Santa Fe at 5:25.
'Twould save much needless woe. other several times during the past
Santa Fe Railroad.
Doan's Kidney Pills cure sick kid- few decades, but has been blocked in
Leave Santa Fe 8:25 to connect
the Senate as many times. This
neys.
with Nos. 10 and 2 from the south and
time there will lie little opposition in
Santa Fe people endorse this:
west, and No. 3 from the east at La .
Miss Adela Arias, 10C Griffin street, the upper House, and the lower
Junction.
Santa Fe, X. M., says: "''here is no branch taking advantage if the situaArrives at Santa Fe 11:10 a. m.
too strong for me to g. i Doan's tion probably will increase the sums
Leaves Santa Fe at 4:20 to connect praise
to be granted to all American ships
Pills. The splendid results
with No. 1 from east. Arrives 6:50 p. ra Kidney
engaged in commerce between home
I obtained from
use
several
their
Leaves Santa Fe 7:20 to connect
and foreign ports.
for
with 7 and 9 from the east and 4 and years ago have been lasting and
The measure, as it now stands and
confidence in them
that
reason,
my
ra.
11:10
Arrh.es
west.
the
from
p.
has been increased. I suffered from as it will be presented to the House
a dull heavy ache in the small of my provides subsidies only to South
back and I was subject to headaches American and Asiatic ports, and these
are so meager that their effect in
and dizzy spells. I always felt tired,
an American
merchant
had no ambition and was in very pour building up
marine
the
richest
of
representative
KidI
Doan's
when
procured
Iidirilualor Class Lessons health
in the world, it is understood
nation
ney Pills at Striplinz, Burrows & will be increased to some extent and
IN GRAMMAR
Co.'s drug store. It did not take them
for extendthere will be a
RAYMOND HAACKE long I to cure me and from that daycom-to ing the bounties provision
to vessels plying to
this have been free rroni kidney
Care New Mexican
European ports.
plaint. I willingly confirm the public
Friends of the measure assert that
I
NOTARY PUBLTC
statement
gave in January, 1907, the
provision has heretofore been left
telling of my experience with Doan's out to avoid opposition from the powKidney Pills."
erful
operating Atlantic
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 liners. syndicates
now hold that the opThey
cents. Foster-MilburCo., Buffalo,
no
position of these interests will
Xew York, sole agents for the United longer be able to influence CongressStates.
men in the face of a sentiment that
&
Remember the name Doan's and has become sweeping.
take no other.
Telephone Mo 148 Red
Xo question can by any possibility
come before Congress of equal imMRS. OTTO RETSCH.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
portance with the resurrecting of our
mercantile marine and yet "the wise
Pecos Forest Reserve.
men of the east" will not see it; thus
Not Coal Land.
& SON
M.
Xo. 03943.
realizing the old saying, "There are
none so blind as those who will not
Department of the Interior,
Builders and Contractors
If the people of the present
U. S. Land Office, Santa Fe, X. M. see."
November 23, 1909.
generation, were as patriotic as their
PLANS & ESTIMATES
Notice is hereby given that Eugenio fathers who established the republic,
Furnished on short notice
Martinez y Lujan, of Lamy, X. M., they would speak in such emphatic
CEMENT WORK a SPECIALTY who, on Xov. 15, 1904, made Home- tones as would compel the Senate to
stead entry Serial Xo. 03943, No. 8151 both see and act. The present condition of our shipping is an absolute
for the northeast quarter, (NE
section IS, township 14 X., range 11 disgrace to America. Under the sa780 W 6th M. S.W Cor. 6th. & rope Sis. E, X. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice gacious system of Republican tariffs,
of intention to make final five year we have become the largest exportproof, to establish claim to the laud ing nation in the world, and should
Callioriila
above
described, before Register and have the largest mercantile marine
Kir-- t
Ho
VP:
tel EUKOfKAN PLAN Receiver, TJ. S. land office, at Santa also the question naturally arises,
1(d) rooms.
25 private
Decem- why are we not? To answer this inAll outside Fe, N. M., on the 30th day of
, V.TVv baths.
1909.
telligently, it will be necessary to
,,est
ventilated
ber,
r &
(,:ilcoin
house in the city; two
look back and ascertain how after
as
names
witnesses:
Claimant
from I'ost the
; civ i'v:'r mock
- very heart of cit
Isidro Ribera, Antonio Jose Garcia, carrying 90 per cent of all our im- unexcelled tor
n
'
comfort Luis Martinez,
t J v
.4 ij
Agustin Gonzales, all ports and exports, we have lost it
flno- COu v e n i e ii c e 8
I
"
all. The great speech of Charles
arid of Lamy, New Mexico.
IftMurfnav
?S Prompt attention
cleanliness t s . o u r
Sumner on "claims against England"
R.
MANUEL
OTERO,
motto; hot and cold
delivered in the Senate,
April 13,
water and
j running
Register.
steam heat.
18C9, is a classic on the subject, and
RATES 75c dayspecial terms by month
is so exhaustive and conclusive as
to door.
Coughs that are tight, or tickling, to be
Wahlugton bt, OarM.direct
Referring
beyond all debate.
I, BAKRY. Prop.
get quick and certain help from Dr. to the building, equipping and manaccount
On
this
Shoop's Remedy.
ning ships to prey on American comDruggists everywhere are favoring Dr. merce during the Civil war by EngOrnamental Doors.
Shoop's Cough Remedy. The tender land Mr. Sumner says:
leaves of a harmless
"Individual losses may be estimatmountainous shrub give to Dr. Shoop's ed with reasonable accuracy. Ships-burn- t
Cough Remedy its curative properties.
or sunk with their cargoes
Those leaves have the power to calm may be counted, and their value dethe most distressing Cough, and to termined, but this leaves without
to
soothe, and heal the most sensitive recognition the vaster damage
bronchial membrane. Mothers should, commerce driven from the ocean, and
for safety's sake, always demand Dr. that other damage, immense and inShoop's. It can with perfect freedom finite, caused by the prolongation of
be given to even the youngest babes. the war, all of which may be called
Test it once yourself, and see! Sold by national in contradistinction to indis
Our national losses have
Stripling-Burrowvidual.
Co.
been frankly conceded by eminent
During a debate on the
Mi) V "
Engraved cards 3e visit and wed Englishmen.
British Parliament Mr.
in
the
ding invitations a specialty at the subject
are made to perfection from our New Mexican Printing office. Any Cobden said:
"You have been carrying on hosLumber) because the wood is one sanding in need of such will do tilities
from the shores of
perfect in every particular and well to call at this office and examine against the people of the England
United
free from every imperfection of samples, style of work and prices.
an
been
and
have
inflicting
States,
;kaots, cracks and warpings
amount of damage on that country
Foley's Honey and Tar is the best greater than would be produced by
Every foot of it is thoroughly
safest cough remedy for children.
and
so
dried
and
shrunk,
seasoned,
ordinary wars. It is estimated
first symptoms of a cold, give many the
At
the
'it can ba absolutely relied upon as
that
loss sustained by the capdirected, and ward off danger of
vessels
by carpenters and builders, and croup, bronchitis, sore throat, cold in ture and burning of American But
this
has been about $15,000,000.
arch- the
all sensible, wide-awa- ke
head, and stuffy breathing. It is a small part of the injury which
itects hereabouts particularly brings comfort and ease to the little
been inflicted on the American
mention our Lumber in their ones. Contains no opiates or other has
marine. We have rendered the rest
harmful drugs. Keep always on hand of her vast mercantile property for
specifications.
and refuse substitutes. Sold by all the present valueless.
You have alj druggists.
worst
towards the
done
your
ready
American mercantile marine. What
with the high rate of insurance, what
with those captures, and with the
.rapid transfer of tonnage to British
capitalists you have virtually made
valueless that vast property. Why if
OF
you had gone and helped the Confederates by bombarding all the accessible seaport towns of America,
a few lives might have been lost,
which as it is have not been sacriN.
MEX.
MESILLA PARK,
ficed; but you could have hardly done
more injury in the way of destroying
school whose aim is to prepare young men and women
property than youl have done by
these few cruisers."
for practical life under modern conditions. Complete
In the same Parliament W. E. For-ste- r
said: "There could not be a
College courses are offered in Agriculture, in Mechanical
stronger illustration of the damage
done to the American trade by these
and in Household EcoC'vil and Electrical

SPANISH LESSONS

FRESH EGGS

MILK

CREAM

D.

n

HOOVER

hoteiTacacia"

.

tS1 '';,
l;)!',

),

-

lffifi:0.il

lung-healin-

Ksi

g

"dtl

--

Charles W. Dudrow

NEW MEXICO COLLEGE
AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS

A

Engineering
nomics. Also short courses in Practical Mechanics and Agriculture, courses in Stenography, and a four, year preparatory
course. Expenses are low and there are many opportunities
for self support.
For Catalogue and further information, address the President

W. E.

Garrison,

Agricultural College, N. Mex.

WILLIAMS & RISING
LIVERY & HACK LINE
310 Saa

Francisco St.

km,

SiilB Rip.

i

Phone Red 139
Salile Horn I

;

cruisers than the fact that
gia (one of the British-buil- t
on her second cruise, did
a single American vessel
weeks, though she saw no
seventy other vessels in a

I

WILL GIVE

$1000

IF I FAILT3 CURE ANY CANCER
I TREAT BEFORE

imnoui Anlr tor

IT POISONS
PAIN

No Pay until Cured.
No X Kav or o t h e r
n 1 e. An island

or

DEEP

I
f

L'V"

'PI

-

wi

"A."

T'lmt rmkps the rnre.

AliOLUTE GUARANTEE
A 1 umnr, Lump or
re on the li;, face or

.nnvali.-rsix
le Cancer. THEY NEVER
PAIN uti'il last
120- - PAGE
BOOK
sont
tr- -f
wi'.h
of

months

i

52f

Through Academic coure. preparing young
eiilere or for buine.s life, (ireat
atnoinit o' open air work. Healthlels location
of any Military School in the Union. Located
u the beautiful
Hcos ViiVy the garden
spot of the West at an e'evatlor, of 3.7HC
feet above sea level, sunshine everv day, but
Hue rain or snow during sestoii.
Eleven Officers and Instructors, all graduates from stardard easteru colleges. Ten
buildings, throughly furnished, heated. Sighted
and modern Ip all respects.
REOENTS E. A. Cahoon. President; W
(J. Uamlltod, Vice President; J. Phelps While,
Treasure;-- ; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W
A Fllyan
For particulars and Illustrated catalogue
address.
COL. IAS. W. WILLtOK,
men far

J

atsce.

esti:imili
WPITP Trt TTIf
ANY LUMP IN WOMAN'S BREAST
rturrn anai ii nenieeted . it. will nlwavs pm- i3 wnun,
deep Rlmds in thf armpit, and kill ouiokly.
Address DR. S. R. CHAMLEY & CO.
Mnt uci;vsful Cancer tpcialits living."
TUT

....

Y I

-

.

Mr.

747 S. Main St., LOS ANGELES, CAL
KINDLY
SEND TO SOMEONE WITH CANCER

"M"
From this report it appears that
during the ten years from 1S."2 to
1m:! the aggregate tonnage of American vessels entered at seaports of
the United States from foreign countries was ::o.J2.").4T5 tons, and the
assirfKiite tonnage of foreign vessels
entered was 14,69S,12 Ions, while
(lining the five years from lSfi.'! to
ltis the aggregate tonnage of American vessels entered
was 9,299,877
tons, and the aggregate of foreign
vessels entered was 14,116,427 tons
showing that American tonnage in our
foreign trade had fallen from 205 to
CG
per cent of foreign tonnage in the
same trade. After a minute inquiry,
the report shows that on the breaking out of the rebellion in 1S61 the
entire tonnage of the United States,
coasting and registered, was 5,5"39,S13
tons, of which 2.C42.628 tons were employed in foreign trade, and that at
the close of the rebellion in '"55
(notwithstanding an increase in coasting tonnage, our registered tonnage
had fallen to 1,602,528 tos, being a
loss during the four years of more
than a million tons, amounting to
about 10 per cent of our foreign commerce. During the same four years
the tonnage of the British empire
rose from 5,S95,369 tons to 7,322,601
tons; that is to say that as we lost
the English
seven
gained. About
years after the close of the Civil
war, the conduct of England in building, equipping (what Mr. Sumner well
calls pirate vessels- - and manning the
same, was referred to arbitration and
England was condemned to pay the
sum of $15,500,000, in gold to the
United States. Now to show
the
spirit exhibited by England even at
that time, Mr. Blaine in his great
work "Twenty Years in Congress,'
says
"Sir A. Cockburn, the British com
missioner, dissented in a somewhat
ungracious manner from the judgment of his associates, but as the majority had been specially empowered
to make an award, the refusal of
England's representative to join in
it did not in the least degree affect

its validity."
It was the very cheapest bargain
that England ever made she paid us
the sum of $15,500,000, and since
then she has reaped the rich reward
of billions of dollars from us for
shipping American goods to and from
this country. Since the close of the
has been
rebellion, our shipping
steadily declining until now our flag
has almost disappeared
from the
ocean. Now it is pertinent to ask,
what has been done by Congress to
recover our lost commerce, and the
bitter truth is, nothing,
absolutely
nothing. Perhaps it would be nearer
the truth to say the Senate has
blocked the way and although the
House has, according to the above,
passed bills for subsidizing our foreign ships, several times the Senate
has blocked their passage, and he
does not hesitate to add that the foreign syndicates operating the Atlanta liners has been instrumental in
defeating the passage of those bills.
For the better understanding of the
ouestion, it may be stated that every
commercial nation on earth, including Japan, pay large subsidies to
their ships, and America alone has
hitherto refused to give the slightest
encouragement to our ships and this
is the shameful reason why our flag,
that used to be seen in every seaport
on earth, can hardly be seen in our
own ports. Well let us hope that
the opposition of the above syndicates "will no longer be able to Influence Congressmen in the face of
a sentiment that has become sweeping.",
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QJ0 CAUEfiTE flOT SPRINGS.
These celebrated Hot Springs are
located In the midst of the Ancient
miles west
Cliff Dwellings, twenty-fiv- e
of Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa
Bar-ancFe, and about twelve miles from
Rio
and
Station, on the Denver
Grande Railroad, Trom which point a
daily line of stage runs to the springs.
The temperture of these waters is
from 90 to 122 degres. The gases are
carbonic. Altitude 6,000 feet Climate
.he entire
very dry and delightful
year round. There is now a commod-lou- c
hotel for the convenience of invalids and tourists. People suffeing
from consumption, cancer, and other
o

the richest alkalin Hot Springs In the
world. The efficiency of these waters
has been thoroughly
tested by the
miraculous cures attested to in the
following diseases: Paralysis, Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Malaria, Brigbt's
Disease of the Kidneys, Syphilitic
and Mercurial Affections.
Scrofula,
Catarrh, La Grippe, all Female Complaints, etc. Board, lodging and bath
ing $2.50 per day; $15 per week; $50
per month.
Stage meets Denver
trains and waits for Santa Fe train
upon request. This resort is attractive at all seasons and Is open all
winter. Passengers for Ojo Caliente
can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. m. and

contagious diseases, are not accepted. reach Ojo Caliente at E p. m., the
7hese waters contain 1.626.24 grains same day. For further particular
of alkaline salts U the gallon, being address:

ANTONIO JOSEPH, Proorietor.
0j)CiIi9nt. Tai. Coantv NM

ells Fargo & Gompan
Express

General Express Forwarders
--

TO-

All Parts of thf
Save Money and Incoaveniencs by Pu
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDER?
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN I
Payable Throughout the Units J States, uaaaaa. Mexico
and all Foreign Countries.
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.

J. D. BARNES. Aaent

Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

'Phone 9

Call up

When In Need of Anything in the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished
RATES RIGHT.

CHAS. CLOSSON

Cm Caspar Avenn

OUR MOTTO: To

ik. F.

MEMORIAL SERVICES
BY SANTA FE ELKS.

Morrison's

.Miii Hi,

W ' if

A. L. MORRISON.

in six gram :
less than Music
very few Opening

'
,.W1.V,1,

have the Best of Everything in Our Line

SPlEGELBEfiG,

Indian and Mexican
Wares and Curios.

On Sunday evening in the Elks' thethe Geor- atre, Santa Fe Lodge B. P. O. E. No.
pirates) 460, will hold its annual memorial
not meet services. The following is the pro-

Mr. Edge,

ROSWELL. NEW MEXICO.
"Th Weil Point of th Southwett."
Am, y O fleers Detailed tiy War Department.
Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS

GLANDS

I

ihREk.

New Mexico Milttsry Institute

TUMOR

Blankets, Baskets, Wax, Feather and Linen Drawn Work.
Opals, Turquoise, Garnets and Olher Gems.

Orchestra

Lodge
Rev. F. W. Pratt
English writer,
Violin Solo
Miss V. Bean
after setting forth at length the de- General
. Bro. G. W. Prichard
Eulogy
struction of our commerce by British Anthem
"Lead Kindly Knight"
pirates says: "Were we the sufferers Eulogy
Bro. A. B. Renehan
we should certainly demand compenAnthem
"They That
sation for the loss of the property
Sow
Shall
in Joy"
Tears
in
Reap
captured or destroyed, for the interCeremonies
Closing
vesin
the
est of the capital Invested
Rev. F. W. Pratt
sels and their cargoes, and maybe, Benediction
Choir. '
a fair compensation in addition for
Mr. and Mrs. A. R. McCord, Mr. and
all and any injury accruing to our
business interests from the, depreda- Mrs. R. J. Crichton, Mrs. J. E. Clark.
Mrs. C. H. VanStone, Pianiste.
tions upon our shipping."
Oyr Honored Dead.
I may say here that Mr. Sumner inO.
John
to
Miller. Thos. J. Helm, Abon
sisted, not
compelling England
pay actual damages, but punitive dam- raham Gold, Hugh N. Wilcox, Charles
Wagner, Samuel W. Marshall, L. B.
ages also. Mr. Sumner continues:
"I have before me now the report Milleisen, Granville Pendleton, C. H.
of the secretary of the treasury, for Dow, W. V. White, Frank Bolton, Ver1868, with an appendix by Mr. Nim-m- o non K. Hurdon, Thomas Madden, A.
on shipbuilding in this country. M. Sanchez, Henry J. Young.
days.
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White Goods
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FRANK P. STURGES-

DIVIDENDS OF AMERICAN MINES
AND WORKS.
With $::.,3SX,429 to their credit for
the 11 months of 1909 ending Novem-r "0. 11 :' American mines and
works, according to figures
available to Hie Mining World, have
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ATTORNEYS AT LAW.- -
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National

Cards

E. C. ABBOTT,

Attorney-at-Law- .

Practice in the District and Sudecidedly lean year, the operation of
preme
Cojrts. Prompt and carefi.l
That
53.75 i'ines is a paying occupation.
SANTA
attention given to all business.
Daily, six months, by mall
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
na
a
of
not
are
sporadic
25
2.00 those returns
Santa Fe
New Mexico
Daily per week by carrier
per year
.75 Weekly,
ture is evidenced by the fact that
Daily, per month, by carrier....
in
The
months
six
to
have
works
Banking
Weekly,
65
these same mines and
CHARLES r. EASLEY,
Daily, per month, by mail
.75
in 1870
New Mexico.
Weekly, per quarter
their credit since incorporation, the
(Late Surveyor General)
Daily, per year, by mail
This,
splendid total of $599,290,740.
Attorney-at-Law- .
'
,
$500,288-of
COUNTY.
FE
on
SANTA
issued
an
OF
capitalization
Land and Mining business a speI
OFFICIAL PAPER
S25, is equivalent to a return of 107 per
cialty.
in New Mexico. It Is sent to
I
cent.
Tbe New Mexican is the oldest newspaper
Santa Fe
New Mexico
p
a large anJ growing circulation
In addition to these dividends there 3
.very posterns in the Territory, and has
of the Southwest.
CATRON & CATRON,
Transacts a general banking business in all its branches,
have been declared, so far in 1909, by jjj
tmong the intelligent and propresstTe people
and Counsellors-at-Law- .
of
on
Attorneys
kinds
10 securities holding corporations, divall
cj
Loans money on the most favorable terms
Office:
Since
Catron Block.
to
$15,019,310.
amounting
atnuAucL'y
idends
3 personal and collateral
security. Buys and sells bonds and
Santa F
New Mexico
incorporation, all during the past ten
and sells
in all markets for its customer.
cj stocks
Buys
10
have
these
corporations
years,
G. VCLNEY HOWARD,
3 domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer
dividends totaling $99,001,850,
FATHER.
and Coynseler at Law
NEW MEXICO MUST FIGHT.
Attorney
return of 32 per cent on their com 3 of money to all parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms
A Kansas man offers a nice prize to a
out
Practices in all courts of Territory
throwing
j
$311,-dispatches
of
Washington
3 as are given by any money transmiting agency public or
es- - bined issued capitalization
side- the person that will write the best
Speaks Spanish.
310,000.
hints that statehood is to he
a
of three
takes
192 Black.
j:
'Phone
rate
It
the
on
time
allowed
at
on
Interest
evidently
father.
deposits
say
private.
In point cf dividends paid both for
18 and 19,
tracked are gating to be so frequent gcod-sizeRooms
to have any one say
bribe
Laughlin Block
the 5 per cent per annum, on six months' or years time. Libera!
must
Santa Fe, N. M.
and so broad that New Mexico
nr.vlhinir nleasant about the old man. the year and since incorporation,
are again m tne 5 advances made on consignments of livestock and products.
,.o"
about copper
notice. The t
nrnttv nuiet
.
. .... companies
... .1
'
bf.gin to sit u: and take
..11 m
.". at.".
le an, ior in
an
01
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lut T.H
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RENEHAN & DAVIE8.
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evidently, him. But father is to blame. He
stockholders
people of the Territory,
to
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disbursed
A.
B.
States,
to
in
E. P. Davle
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3
Renehan,
t&
all
in
to
a
as
liberal
treatment
been
extend
them
and aim
careless, negligent
respects, j
considermust, fight for every hit of
Attorneys-at-Law- .
habit of during the U months of 1909 the sum cj
the
has
who
instances,
$
many
of
sound bankMexias is consistent with safety and the principles
of $15,180,354. Since incorporation
Practice in the Supreme and Dis
ation they will get. The New
acquiring a family and thinking he has these 10
laft
over
of the ? trict Courts. Mining and Land Law a
ior
The
turned
boxes
President,
reat.
have
takes
patronage
course,
corporations
of
deposit
ing. Safety
can,
his duty to it, if he supplies the
done
$ specialty. Office in Catron Block.
nt hi word, in his promise for support tlailv bread and a root, and tie some- - to shareholders $321,995,3S2, showing
public is respecfully solicited.
over four times the outSanta Fe New Mexico
'
of statenoou, inn a,- -. ...
do that. To any one who a return of
doesn't
times
of $78,000, 989: ihru rmJxrLRTirnrLrLruTjrruxn
standing
capitaliziation
tors besides me upmu""
a
out
saloon
of
come
seen father
HOLT & SUTHERLAND,
to 419 per cent. Senathe Albuquerque has
sidered.
Says
on a Saturday night; or sneaking or equivalent
has
Attorneys-at-Law- .
Verde
Clark's
United
tor
property
Journal:
of
the
down the back aileys in pursuit
In the District Courts a
mem-Practlo
this
dividends
made
regular monthly
"It is generally believed by Sen-- : high lights; or sitting till the wee
well as before the Supreme Court
with
the
leads
and
the
and
coppers
among
year
House
hers of both the
hours of the morn over a poker game;
Since incorporation this
Territory.
ate. that the large number of
or standing at a street corner squirt- $2,475,000..
Las Cruces
New Mexico
dividends
has
totaling
will
paid
company
measures
require
administration
tobacco juice over the pavement;
ing
issued
or
its
times
more,
$21,022,000,
consideration
eight
"wife
be
proper
their
or scolding the long suffering
for
H. M. DOUGHERTY,
800
time than Congress will be able to give- cause the baby cries or the soup is too capitalization, a trifle better than
Attorney-at-Law- .
,
for
the
cent.
,
,
second
Anaconda,
Wvii in" n son- - I,el'
f
i;,
to tilflm .it ibis session, and there'
Practices
in the Supreme and Dis,
tath;r is 0f ?ar with $2,400,000, has paid since in
fore, members say. some of the presiCourts
trict
of the Territory. Office:
WU-LJLAto
VAUGHN PROP.l
$45,300,000, equivalent
bu(. enon n of them are to corporation
dent's measures which will not. suffer lhat
Socorro
New Mexico
issued
151.
on
cent
the
to
its
$30,000,000
over
per
entire tribe into disrepute;
by waiving, will have to go
&
is
tinHecla
share capital. Calumet
in
One
next session, and it so happens,
ag mey ar gQ many failhfllii soif.
WILLIAM McKEAN.
the
third for the year with $1,900,000, hut
that
territories,
the
devoted
for
sac).ifl(.ingj
Attorney-at-Law- .
fortunately
Cuisine
and
its
Large Sample
statehood bill seems to be reckoned by mo)h(irg q hrnz the entirp sex ;nto Kince incorporation it has repaid
and Land Law.
Mining
Table Service
Room for Com43 times, which
common consent, in the list of those a,n.ol)ation
If father doesn't get as $2,500,000 capital over
Taos
New Mexico
Unex
6
mercial Travelers
i:; equivalent to 4390 per cent. Others
that can afford to wait.
min. praise as mother from poets and
are
million
in
for
the
the
class,
year
"And it is further reporu-- iu.il m. composers, mere is a reason.
NORTHCUTT & ROBERTS,
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
WASHINGTON AVENUE
Boston & Montana and North Butte,
will
committee
senate
of
the
G. Northcutt,
Jese.
C. J. Roberta.
chairman
both
Utah
with
and
$1,200,000,
Copper
than
Attorneys-at-Law- .
1909
in
oppose the bill on other grounds
the
for
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The
with
products
$1,097,000.
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Offices: Raton, N. M.. and Trini
that of time. It is said that he no United States are the greatest on recEighty-seveclassed as
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properties,
Colorado.
dad,
or
put on his war paint, and
nation
any
ord in the history of the
AMERICAN AND
paid
producers,
secret of the fact that he will fight other nation. The total estimated
the 1 1 months of 1909 dividends
EUROPEAN PLAN
the bill to the last ditch. The New value is $S,7C0,000,000. Corn smashes' during
G. W. PRICHARD,
of
their
$20,104,011,
grand
reports
making
correspondent
York's Herald
and Counsel
Attorney
all precedents and cotton and wheat
(ota gince lncorporatlon $170,850,5S5,
the statehood situation as follows:
Practices in all the District Court
The total
third
come
second
and
whlch Qn a combined laBUed caultalizastatehood
and gives special attention to cases
'"Against the proposal of
cereal crop readies a vauie oi uiree tkm oE 5243,827,824 is equivalent to a
before the Territorial Supreme Court.
for Arizona and New Mexico, which billion dollars. The livestock values
of
i eturn on this large capitalization
Office: Laughlin Blk. Santa Fe, N. M.
President Taft has promised to reconv fQr
three
another
foQt
up
year ago
C9 per cent.
One reason why these
the
argument
advanced
he
will
mend,
tfae h,ghest ever known.
properties have not made better redemand to sleep last
which put
GEORGE u. BARBER,
.ncase
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turns is their excessive capitalization,
UeiieL IltU" lJ J
u-- million
oil
vear. It is
and Counsel
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Attorney
for which reason only 28 have so far
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Practices in the District Court and
Jn the world coid nQt buy the
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capitalization
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territories or one ot tnem
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Supreme Courts of the Territory.
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12 copper companies out of 10.
obtain pr
against
of states will perfect a plan to
Prompt attention given to all business.
in
of
some
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Here are
figures
year.
more
their
which
have
than
returned
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Lincoln County
enormous special- privileges, repug- brief:
New Mexico
capitalization.
J se ' ' have investigated
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them.
" 'Statesmen returning to Washingover
ton report that so wrought up
Bev
J.
A.
Senator
is
the situation
eridsre. the chairman of the senate
can
committee on territories, that he
wtien me
himself
restrain
scarcely
does not
subject is broached. This even with
for
statehood,
well
promise
the weight of presidential recommen-"
dation which it will have behind it.'
more
However, the New Mexican is
convinced that
is
firmly
and
optimistic
emthe Republican party will keep its
even
that
and
phatic platform pledge
serSenator Beveridge will withdraw
this
at
statehood
to
ious opposition
time.
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Gain over 190S
Cprn
Cotton

Wheat
Hay
Qatg

Potatoes

.

Tobacco .
Sugar products
Barley
Flax seed .
Rice
Rye
Hops
Live stock
Other products

reColorado now has a law that
of
the
quires medical supervision
schools and the pupils of the
schools were examined this week
of eyesight or hearing. It
defects
for
k certain that the children of Santa
Fc are every whit as deserving oi
care in that respect as those of Dento
suppose
reasons
afe
there
ver and
medical sunervision or locai
schools would be productive ojE more
good even than in Denver:
Prof. T. W. Conway, superintendent
of the Raton schools, says on
in the New Mexico Journal of

i

$S,700,000,000
869,000,000
1,720,000,000
850,000,000
725,000,000
005,000,000,
400,000,0001
212,000,000'
100,000,000
95,000,000
88,000,000
30,000,000
25,000,000
23,000,000
8,000,000
3,000,000,000
827,000,000

Of thirteen millions of young men
in the United States between the ages
of 21 and 35, only five per cent receive in the schools any direct preparation for their vocations and of every
one hundred graduates of our elemen- tgry schooSi only eight obtain their
livelihood bv means of the professions
and commercial pursuits while the re

maining

ninety-tw- o

support

them- -

selveg and their families by their
hands. These were the satisfies quo- ted by a speaker yesterday at Milwaukee, Wis., In speaking of the colossal
waste of our public school systems,
which though they cost millions upon
millions of dollars annually, do so little to fit the boy and girl to earn their
:
own living, which after all is the most
to
the
vital
more
is
"Tnt na Qiihiect
med-- 1 important practical aim of any school- than
schools
our
of
interests
best
The mg.
4fa1 cnrervisinn and inspection.
is
of
ounce
prevention
'an
old proverb,
That high altitude is in itself a fac- worth a pound of cure,' has a ten-folschool child- t0l jn the cure of tuberculosis or wast- to
the
public
importance
ren of our Territory. When the child-- Ing diseases is forcibly brought to
ren in our schools can have a thorougn mind by the decision of the specialists
medical inspection and examination, who were called in consultation to
the life of Lord Ivor Churchill,
and the teachers of these children
know of their organic troubles, then second son of the Duke and Duchess
and not until then, will it be possible of Marlborough, nee Consuelo Vander- to render unto the child all the help
They told the parents that the
and sympathy to which he is entitled. only hope for the boy was residence
What a revelation to the average in a high altitude and while Santa Fe
teacher does a thorough inspection and can hardly expect a visit from the
examination reveal! As a direct result Marlborottghs, yet, the publication of
ot this, a far better understanding of the decision of the specialists is in
a child and his capabilities, as well as, itself a good advertisement for every
f his future possibilities, is obtain health resort perched as high in the
hills as is Santa Fe.
ed "
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Offices.

Las Cruces

New Mexico

C. W. G. WARD,

FRESS THE BUTTON WE

Territorial District Attorney.
For San Miguel and Mora counties.
. .
Las Vegas
New Mexice

THE BEST,

DO

W. A. FLEMING

AMERICAN AND EUROPEAN PLAN

THE

CORONADO

HOTEL

Flret Class Hetauiant In Ccllne!:tlcl1
G. LUPE HERRERA Prop,
RATES 50c and up
OPEN Day & Night
Santa Fe New Mexico- -

First Class and TloronflrUy

Hot and Cold Water

In Every Room

00N

GASPAR AND WATER STREET,;

Spacious Sample Pooms
For Commercial Travelers

Steam Heat
Electric Light,
Modern

Baths.

do

The avidity with which every
able inch of water Is being filed upon
in the Territory and the eagerness
with whicn applicants ask for the
gregation of lands under the Carey
Act for the purpose of reclaiming
them argues well for the prosperity
and stability of conditions in New
Mexico, it the Territory were misgoverned or if there were any doubt as to
its future, investors would be careful
to keep away instead of falling over
each other in their anxiety to get hold
of lands and waters.
avail-sav-

HERE IS AVERY

EXCEPTIONAL

se-bil-t.

more than $481,000 in
the territorial treasury at the end of
the fiscal year after all bills are paid
and all obligations met, is an unprece-everdented happening in New Mexico. It
is no wonder that securities of New
Mexico, its counties and its towns as
a rule fetch a higher premium right
in New York than do the securities of
New York City itself. The financial
management of New Mexico under Republican administrations has been
such that the people nave every rea.
son to be proud of it.

H.
U. S.

EVERYTHING AT ONE HALF PRICE

CHRISTMAS

FROM NOW
ON UNTIL

BEST LINE OP GOLD AND SILVER FILIGREE
WORK EVER DISPLAYED IN SANTA Flfl
Don't
Fa;l

Excellent" Assortments of

to
Call
and

A balance of

Inspect

y

'

Burned Leather Goods.
Bnrned Wooden Placques
11 Kinds
ot I rawn Work
Leather Pillows Tops

Many

other

articles
that
attract

THE ORIGINAL OLD CURIO

J. S, CAM DELARIO
301.303 San

Francisco

t.

C

UTNAM,

Court Commissioner

and
Conveyancer.
LOANS AND REAL ESTATE.
Correspon .ents asking information
concerning the Territory of New Mexico promptly answered
. . New Mexico
Texico
Notice for PuDfrcation.
Small Holding Claim No. 1235.
Serial 012051. Not Coal Land.

HOTEL MODERN
CORNER

Department of the Interior.
United States Land Office,
Santa Fe, N. M., Nov. 15, 1909,
Notice is hereby given that the
wing-named
claimant has filed notice
of his intention to make final proof In
support of his claim under sections
1C and 17 of the act of March 3,
1891,
(26 Stat., 854), as amended by the act
of February 21, 1893, (27 Stat., 470),.
and that said proof will be made before Register or Receiver,. TJ. S. Land
Office, Santa Fe, New Mexico, on December 22. 1909. viz: Ramon Padilla,.
of Cerrillos, N. M., for the small holding claim No. 1235, Sec. 9, T. 15 N., R.
follo-

E. N. M. P. M.
He names-th- e
following witnesses to
prove his actual continuous adverse-possessioof said tract for twenty
years next preceding the survey of the
township, viz:
Martin Baca, Jesus M. Romero, Jose
Padilla, Cosme Baca, all of Cienega, N.
8

Santa Fe, N, M.

Any person who. desires to protest,
against the allowance of said proof, or
who knows of any substantial reason
under the laws and regulation of the
Interior Department why such proof
should not be alowd will be given an
opportunity at the
time and place to
the witnesses of said claimant, and to offer
evidence in rebuttal of that submitted by claimant.
above-mentione-

d

e

MANUEL R. OTERO,
I

5

n

M.

cross-examin-

Proprietor

JONES,

Bonds and Investments.
TJ. S. Commissioner
for the Third
Judicial District of New Mexico.
L- - Cruces
New Mexlo
Eastern and local bank references.

Rprv(p tn thamae.,vla
name

-

The Bernalillo County Improvement
Association will ask Congress to ap- propriate $25,000 to pay for a survey
of the county by metes and bounds,
Sere's hoping they will get it and that
one of the other twenty-fivcounties will make a similar effort, for,;
strange to say, there has been no of-- ;
fiscal survey of any county by metes,'
bounds, precinct and school district
lines, and though it may seem incred- ible, there are large stretches of land
in some counties that are apparently,
or at least not ojcially, located, in any
precinct or school district at all.

FIRST CLASS CAPE

Lighted, Every Room
a Good One,

Attorney-at-Law-

Practices in the Supreme and District Courts of the Territory, in the
Probate Courts and before the TJ. S.
Surveyor General and TJ. S. Land

-

d

Listen to the coyotes howling! The
Democratic hammer chorus is tuning
up to pitch into Chief Justic Mills. J.
E. Curren, the elder, now in Texas, because it became tdo uncomfortable for
him in New Mexico, has sounded the
tocsin in thie Wildorado Progress, and
it echoes like the wail of a lost soul;
Ihe Roswell Dally Record has taken
up the chorus with a high quavering
note and the Albuquerque
jumps in with a grunt. It seemed
inn vnnA to believe that the anvil
chorus would cease" long enough
to let the new governor take his chair,

Steam Heated: Electric

EDWARD C. WADE,

Sample Room

long Distance Telephone Station.

The treasurer of the county is preparing for the printer, the delinquent
tax list for 1908. It is as long, if not
longer, than that of 1907, published
yesterday, and will be printed in the
course of a few days. Those who
would rather not have their names ap
pear, should see the collector with the
ready coin in their hand and thus be
performing a duty to the common-

this-sub-je-

Edu-cato-

Commodious

Tne State and the Death Roll" is
the striking title of an instructive
pamphlet written and sent out by E.
E. Rittenhcuse, president of a large
life insurance company. He makes a
plea for medical supervision by saying that 600,000 human lives are needlessly sacrificed in the United States
every year. He estimates that there
are constantly about 3,000,000 persons
seriously ill in the United States,
more than one-hal- f
of which illness
He then proceeds
is preventable
with graphic diagrams to show the
increase in the death rate
from preventable diseases such as
kidney troubles which if diagnosed in
time may either be cured or greatly
The increase in deaths
mitigated.
from heart disease, from apoplexy,
from cancer and from pneumonia is
frightful although there has been a
significant decrease from typhoid, tuberculosis and other infectious and
contagious diseases towards the prevention of which much effort has been
expended.

Register.
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BOY
THE 15 YEAR OLD
business

I

man,
ten years, be a
If you have a sen it is your duty to train tim in
basiaess methods, t o give him th9 benefit of ycur
business experience.
See that he has a bank account while he is grow
will give
icg up. There is no other one thing thai
and
more
conception of
hiai a
proper insight
account.
own
bank
his
business than havirg

of today, will, in

UNITED STATES BANK & TRUST CO
V

n

$50,080'

Christmas is

OFFICERS

W. S. DAVIS,

W. S. DAVIS!

FLICK, President

FRANKLIN

G.

N. B. LAUGHLIN

Cashiei.

W. E. GRIFFIN,

Asst.

FRANKLIN FLICK

G.

Cahle

J.

B. LAMY

R. H.'HANNA

FREDERICK MULLER
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THE WEST FOR THE WEST,
Assurance

Rational Life

The Colorado

Company

Denver Colorado.

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest
A M.
Santa

BERGEBE, Manager for New Mexico.

Sold-mo-

Catron Block

Fe. N. M.

We
We

with National Committeeman
Luna and others on important
matters.
Hon. H. O. Bursum left Socorro
this week for his ranch at Ozanne.
He will be at Carthage tomorrow and
Monday and home in Socorro on next

Write Life, Accident, Health & Fire Insur:
:
ance in the Best Companies
Write Surety Bonds for the United States
Fidelity & Guaranty Company : : : :
Have for Sale Several Modern Residence
Properties; also Some Fine Bargains in Lots
and Fruit Ranches. : : : : : : : : :

If you want anything ia the above line call on or addrees

O

Cv.: WATSON &
Cation Eloelr
Flisae XSed. ieO

COMPANY
"Estiiia.

X"e, IT.

2v-

'
-

NOW IS THE TIME

To have that SUIT cleaned, pressed and put in good shape
We will do it
for fall wear.
We will charge j ptqjjt

Gleaning and Pressing Establishment

The Goldberg
PHONE

203

208

BLACK

WEST PALACE AVE

THE SANTA FE ABSTRACT,
REALTY & INSURANCE AGENCY
--

(INCORPORATED)

Room

19

Catron Block,

Does a general ABSTRACT

$20,000.00

,

to loan on Santa

Fe Real Estate
:

:

Prom

Afamons old Spanish Land Grant
beautifully and historically situated
on the Pecos River7000 feet above sea
level and surrounded, by pine and
spruce covered mountains of upwards
to 13000 feet with sunshine every day
in the year such as no disease germ
can live in. The greatest health giving country in the world. 26 miles
east of Santa Fe.
Splendid trout fishing in Summer and all kinds, of hunting,
HORSEBACK
riding TENNIS

FARE

Dotal $10.03 and $12 00 per week
liulUu Saddle Horses, $1.50 per day or
$5.00 per week.
Write today for Illustrated pamphlet
and all Inform jtiun
ML

n

be

25

cents.

YOU WANT TO GET
TIME- -k
YOU WANT WHEN
YOU WANT IT GO TO

We

hive

a

sp'endid array cf servicible things to

pick from. You can find litre many
a
few of which are mentioned below. suggestions,
.

For the Baby

'

gress.
President G. Franklin P'lick of the
United States Bank and Trust Com- pany returned from the east this morn- ing. While away he visited the Chicago Land and Irrigation Exhibition.
He reports that the New Mexico display at the exhibition is attracting
much attention and that it i3 a splendid advertisement for the territory.
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Youngsters
For the

Young Lady

For the
Young Man

The Original

drawn work, Handsome jewel
combs, Beautiful bed room slippers, Hand embroidered corset
covers, Xmas box writing paper etc
Neckties, Suspenders. Handkerchiefs, Military brush sets, Book-rack- s

in oak or

bras, Shaving

sets, Smokers sets, Night robes,

For Father

pers, phamii-igraph will amuse the whole family
-

A THOUSAND! OTHER

INTERESTING THINGS

VALUABLE AND
SELECT FROM

TO

W. N. T0WNSEND & CO.
THE RACKET STORE.

KELLOGQ'S
Toasted Rice Flakes
AND

gToasted J,Rice Biscuit
Used and

Indorsed by the

Battle Creek

Sanitarium

more widly
used and feeds
more people than any
other cereal. It is the

Rice

Try a Package.
Hi

S

Chims

HE SCO.

We have now in stock and are
every day
receiviug goods for Christmas.
We have an elegant line of
gentlemen's
ties, hose a d hose supporters, mufflers

etc.
For ladies an elegant ine of plumes, rib.
bons, neckwear, handket chiefs, hos-etil
kinds of fancy articles, embroidery patterns
roya! flosses and filo, dolls, statuary,
vases etc.
We cordially invite every one to call and
look over our stock and we feel sure we can
please you.
1

,

La Moda Millinery
Phone Black 78

uS3

Presents

is

most easily digestible g
and the most highly nu.
tritious of all cereals.

etc

Long Camonas, Hand made work
baskets, Silverware, Cut glass,
Fancy china, Table linen etc.

THE LEADING

sscH wee t

s

Mother

For

GROCERS.

(io-cart-

Pajamas etc.

Continued on Page Eight.)

Hill 8 GB,

wagons. Mechan.
Books, English baby

Hand bags, Music rolls, Fur sets,
Scissors or manicure sets, Mexican

-

1.5.

Dolls, Toys, and
Silver Sets, Spo
Furniture Sets.

The new Marathi

For the

gress, will be unable to attend, having
returned from the east so recently;
and he has sent a note of regret in
response to the invitation to the opening dinner which is given by Congressman Ransdell, of Louisiana, who is
the father and president of the con- -

Sm.ba.lm.era

Davenports, Leather Rockers, Couches, Ingrain Carpets, Fiber
Carpets, Axmister Rugs, (Mission Dining Rooms Sets, Mission
Hall Clocks, Japanese Screens, Framed Pictures and Hundreds
of other Appropriate Articles.

Ihis of all seasons make mankind more charitable
one to another. The spirit cf chperful
giving is recognized ia all civilizsd lands at Yuletide.
Choose early if you would choose
wisely

I

smItraanfceisn0Vt

peeial Xmas liar gains In

The Coming Christmas.

.

On last Tuesday

THE CHAS WAGNER FURNITURE CO.
U'n.d.arta.lcero

W. Kelly of this city, arrived in the
city this afternoon .from Sawtelle,
Calif., where she has been visiting
for some time past. Mrs. Kelly will
remain in the city for some time as
the pruest of Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Kel-- I
ly, after which she will return to her
home in Leavenworth, Kan." Las Vegas Ontie.
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. La my who have
been visiting in the east for the past
few months, will spend the Christmas
holidays in Rome, Italy. While in
Paris, Mr. and Mrs. Lamy were spon- sors at the baptism of the little
daughter of the Chilean consul. The
j ceremonies
were observed in the fa
mous church of the Madelaine and
were very impressive.
At the National Rivers and Harbors
Congress soon to meet in Washington,
li. u., won. Li. u. rrince, wno is the

LAUNDRY

Mrs. J. A. Rolls
entertained the Saturday Bridge Club.
Basket leaves Monday Tuesday In addition to the members of the club
Returns Thursday nd Friday. there were present H.Mrs. J. W. RayAGENCY at O. K. Barber Shop nolds, Mrs. GeorgeC. VanStone, Mrs.
H. Malleson, Mrs.
J. H. Sloan, Mrs.
P. O. BROWN,
Phone No 23 G. F. Flick and Mrs. V. L. Bean.
"Mrs. W. D. Kelly, mother of Harry
Red
Agent

'

,

ehan enterttained informally at her

Anti-Saloo-

the Household

SANTA FE HARDWARE & SUPPLY CO.

I

$5.00

For Best Laundry Work

CHRISTMAS TIME IS BUYING

And Everything for

"Wednesday.
Sheep Inspector E. O. Speake returned yesterday from an official trip
to Quemada, Rio Arriba county. To
morrow he leaves for Canon Blanco on
official business.
Banker B T. Hoskins of Las Vegas,
is in town having arrived yesterday
to attend the meeting of the penitentiary board of commissioners of which
he is a member.
Judge John R. McFie will return
this evening from Las Vegas where
he held court for Chief Justice Mills.
He will go to Estancia in the near
future to hold court.
- Attorney
Howard, accomMrs. G. Hill
his
mother,
by
panied
Howard, will leave this evening on a
week's trip to Colorado Springs and
Denver on legal business.
Solomon
National Committeeman
Luna is at Los Lunas today. He
found it impossible to come to Santa
Fe as he had intended and will he at
I
Albuquerque tomorrow.
The Misses Massie will not he formally at home to visitors till they
move into their residence on Lincoln
avenue, when they will receive on the
first Saturday of each month.
On last Thursday at noon Mrs. Dr.
J. H. Sloan entertained informally
with a luncheon in honor of Mrs.
Morgan Llewellyn and Mrs. John Atkinson, who are the guests of Mrs.
A. B. Renehan.
Miss L. A. Cheshire of Washington,
D. C, who has been employed in the
Albuquerque forest bureau, has been
transferred to Santa Fe as stenographer on the Jemez forest. She began
her duties today.
On Thursday night Mrs. A. B. Ren-

home on Palace avenue in honor of her
house guests Mrs. Morgan O. Llewellyn of Las Cruces and the latter's
mother, Mrs. John Atkinson, of FairLeaves Barranca on the arrival of field, Ia.
Miss Massie who has been east for
the north bound train and arries at
four months anda half, is expected
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than any other to Teturn next week. WTiile in ToronGood convenient hack and to she attended the studio of the disway.
" '
teams.
,.' .
tinguished Canadian artist F. McGil- good
!
livray Knowles and the government
1&aJx:0
d.caa.e
to
Fas
Xliiaag'
art school.
eangai Ccnaforta'ble,
Rev. J. I. Seder of Albuquerque,
Txip
who is territorial superintendent of
the
League in New Mexico, will deliver a stereopticon lecture at Elks opera house Monday, December 6th at 8 p. m. Admission will

mm

etc,

S.

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.

homim

We have Rifles, revolvers, carving sets
toy wagons, fancy plates, silverware
knives, scissors, razors, Icy hot bottles,
fancy clocks, tool cabinets, furniture,
percolators, chafing dishes, watches,
nut sets, skates, footballs, baseball goods

j

WOODY'S HACK LIKE

OF AMERICA

F. MILLER Mgr. Yalley Ranch

N. M.

at low rate of Interest

THE VALLEY RANCH

J.

,

REAL ESTATE and INSURANCE busines

THE
SWITZERLAND

Santa,-Fe-

1

goods line.

n

......

1

are prepared for it and can handle
all your wants in the Hardware & Sporting

a,

DIRECTORS

PAGL FIVE.

PERSONAL

J. B. Pitaval will
Archbishop
spend tomorrow in Albuquerque.
Hon. Charles A. Spiess of Las Vegas, spent yesterday at Raton.
Col. V. S. Hopewell of Albuquerque,
was a visitor in the capital yesterday.
V. S. District Attorney
David J.
Leahy has returned to Las Vegas from
Alamogordo.
Deputy Sheriff Joseph II. Swiro of
Aztec, San Juan county, is stopping
at the Claire.
Former District Clerk W. E. Martin of Socorro, is on a hunting trip in
western Socorro county.
C. A. Thomas, a civil engineer of
the Denver and Hio Grande railroad
is stopping at. the Palace.
Mounted Policeman J. A. Beal of
Doming is a visitor in the capital,
coming on official business.
Amnion Dibcrt and family of
hut formerly of this city, will
leave for California next week.
Attorney Charles It. Easley of.
this week visited his parents,
General and Mrs. Charles F. Easley.
Mrs. C. H. Malleson of Brooklyn, X.
Y., is the guest of her sister, Mrs. R.
J. Palen, with whom she will spend
the winter.
Editor M. M. Padgett of the Las
Vegas Optic, arrived last night taking
quarters at the Claire. He visited
at the Capitol today.
Hon. Jefferson Raynolds has returned to Las Vegas from an eastern trip
which included visits to New York.
Washington and Chicago.
L. O. Scott and wife of Denver,
were noon arrivals at the Palace today coming to see the sights. They
are quartered at the Palace.
Mrs. M. T. Hudgings and daughter,
Mary, are in town visiting friends,
hating arrived, from Kennedy last
night. They are guests at the Claire.
Governor Curry intends to go to Albuquerque this evening to consult

ONE DOLLAR WILL START AN ACCOUNT.

Capital

AND

SQGIiL

MiW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, X. SI.

Catron Block.

PGE SIX.

TI1E SANTA

St, Louis Rockv
j

It

fE

NLW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. 1L

Becoming a mother should be a
source of joy, but the suffering
incident to the ordeal makes
anticipation one of dread.
Friend is the only rem
edy which relieves women of
much of the pain of maternity;
this hour, dreaded as woman's severest trial, is not oniy made less painful, but danger is avoided by its use. Those who use this remedy are
no longer despondent or gloomy; nervousness, nausea and other distress
ing conditions are overcome, YT
for- Ifen
rA thp w7
cvtpm i; nrrmrefi
r t
(he coming event. "It is worth 1Y.
its weight in gold," say many
who have used it.

&

9gits

SATURDAY,

magazines and periodicals that will
not print a liquor advertisement, or
one of Questionable character. It costs
money (at first) to cut out these advertisements
"Everybody's Maga-

DECEMBER,

1909.

4,

HUTERUL SOCIETY

Montezuma Lodge N.
zine'" declined $200,000 worth of such
1. A. F. & A. M. Kt
in one year alone. It takes backbone
u ar
communication
to do it, but they do not lose in the
first Monday of eac
long run.
month
at
Masoun
Here is a list of these magazines:
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
Everybody's, Arena, Argosy, Century,
J. A. MASSIH.
Circle, Collier's, Sunday School Times.
Worthy Ma.-:tAmerican
Boy, American
ALAN E. McCORD, Secretary.
Life
in America,
Magazine, Country
Miles From
No 2'
Miles Krom
No I.
STATIONS.
Raton
DAILY
De Moines
Current Literature, Delineator, DeDAILY
Santa Fe Chapter No. i
signer, Garden Magazine, Good HouseR. A. M.
Regular co
48
Housewife,
m
6
30 p.
keeping,
N:M0
Housekeeper.
I.v. Des Moines.;
Arr,
00 a. m.
of value to
Ii 00 r brittle.
vocation
"
second
"
46
16
ra
6
Lv.
4
mailed
Monday o
mothers
p.
live.
12
all expcctaui
a. ru.
Rumaldo,
10
Ladies' Home Jouranl. Ladies' World,
"
" Dedtnan
88
4 56 p. m
11
each month at Masei
10 86 a. m.
The Bradfield Regulatoi Co. , Atlanta, Ga.
"
ra
4
82
35
Living
Digest,
Age,
p.
U
Literary
10 50 a. ra.
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
" Oapulln
22
4 25 p. ra
20
Vigil
U 05 a. m
Modern Priscilla, Munsey's.
"
24
3 55 p. in
6
'J Thompson
11 20 a, m
C. J. CRANDALL, h. P.
"
ra
18
8
30
New
New
81
Woman's
p.
Magazine,
Idea,
U 3 a. m.
" Cunningham
2 56 p. ra
42
ARTHUR SELIGMAN. Secretary.
.7
UUfton House .luactlon "
12 20 D. m.
Magazine, Ocean, Outlook.
2 30 p ra
i England
Arr
Arr
12 46 p. m.
N M
RATON
12 25 P. m
LV
of
Review
Man's
Lv.
Railroad
SO
D. m.
Magazine,
I
'
"
12 05 p. m.
7
Lv
42
Olifton House Junction
Santa Fe Commandery No.
NOTES.
a 60 p. ui.
W. C. T.
"
Reviews, Saturday
11 40 a. m
18
Evening Post,
.
42
Preston
15 P. in.
1. K. T. Regular conclave
28
U 06 a' m
Scrap-Boo68
Koehler
Suburban
4 46 P in.
St.
Nicholas,
Palace.
"
11 15 a. ra
20
68
Koehler .laot.
4 55 p. m.
fourth Monday in eacU
A.
88
tlO 15 a. m
Life, Success Magazine, Uncle Remus
W. S. Hopewell, Albuquerque;
68
OoUax
6 60 P. m.
month
at Masonic Hall at
9 43 a. ra
41
Liv
I
Had
77
Oerrososo
be
That
Better
Shall
g 16 P, m.
"It
Home
M.
S.
C. McElwain, St. Louis;
Magazine, Woman's
Compan
True,
9 25 a. m
Lv.
Arr
6 35 p. m.
47
7:30 p. m
82
OIMARKON N M.
7 50 a. m
ed."
C.
A.
Youths
Lv.
uorla
Thomas,
Arr
Pueblo;
Colo.;
Nautilus,
ion,
7 08 p. m.
Today,
Center,
7 40 a. ra
60
N. M.
H. F. STEPHENS, E. C.
Lv
86
Nash
i. 10 p. m.
W. R. Johnson, Chicago; D. T. Hos-kinThese were words spoken by Fran- Company, and last but not least our
7 26 a. m
58
88
Harlan
7. 23 p. ra.
PERCY F. KNIGHT. Recorder.
7 00 a. m
69
84
Las Vegas.
Ute Park
7. 45 p. m.
ces E. Willard in early life, after an own Santa Fe New Mexican has no liClafre.
illness from which it was thought she quor ads. Are you not proud of that?
N
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1,
In
124
A.
W.
No.
Chicago; Miss Mary would not recover.. She gloriously ful- Do you not feel that it is a better and
Dawson,
Wasem,
W.
.
train
P.
A
arriving
with
Ry.
E,
Connects
Hudsines. Mrs. M. T. Hudgings, Ken filled this resolve. Not every one can safer paper for your boy to read when 14th degree, Ancient and Accepted
M.. 6:15 p. m.
M.
Connects with C. P. A . W. Ry. train No. 113 leavlnp, Dawson, N. M., nedy; J. H. Robinson, Stanley; M. Azhave upon the race an imprint for vou know there are no suggestive Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meeu
on the third Monday of each month
Padgett, Las Vegas; J. H. Swire,
:C5 a. m.
good, so grand and deep as Frances advertisements to meet his eye tellM.
N.
tec.
M
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening !
meets
N.
at
trains
to
Preston,
is
fine
what
flavor
him
a
van
for
there
their
Houten,
leave
I Staae
mark, ing
Willard, hut all must
fallows:
Coronado.
Dee
s
Moines
from
however some enticing named drink, with per- Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
C &. S. Passenger trains arrive and depart
and give their impetus,
S. Goldberg, Deming; H. P. Kouts,
SOUTH BOUND.
NORTH BOUND
haps an alluring picture thrown in Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are corSilver-tonNo. 8, 9:27 a. m.
Colo.; Frank Leant, Chas. st ruction or destruction.
No. 1, :0 a. m.
showing young men clinking glasses dially invited to attend.
No. 2, 7:05 p. m.
JOHN W. MAYES, 32,
Jacques, Bonanza, Colo.; J. Roy,
No. 7. :12 o. m.
It must be a dreadful thing, when and having a convivial "good time,"
. F. Ry. at Raon and Preston, with C.
J. A. Beal, Deming.
Venerable Master.
TracK connection with A. T.
old
or
a
looking
dear,
grandfatherly
the day comes that we stand face to
Modern.
32,
F.
HENRY
STEPHENS
A S. at Oes Moines, E. P ft 8 W at Colfax, N. M., and Cimarron
he
man
a
is
assuring the public that
J. O. Druton and wife, Colorado face with death, casting an anguished
Secretary.
Northwestern Ry. at Cimarron, N. M.
and
his
longeChristian,
health,
good
r the following points In New Mexico: Oeata, Springs; C. B. Wilmuth, Taos; Mary look back over our life for some good vity and morals are all attributable
Cimarron, N. M., Is depot
deed, some virtue, some inner con
Jones, Tucson.
Red
Lakes.
and
flavado. Aurora
of the poison.
8. P. O. E.
sciousness of right intention to sus to some special brand
Mexico:
Arroyo
lite Park. N. M., is depot for following points In New
are
All
advertisements
No. 460, B. P. O. B..
suggestions,
Fe
Santa
Lodge
to
see
in
tain us through that agony,
Lobo JUDGE MAN WIILL
Cerro.
Elizabethtown,
Arrovn Hondo. Baldv. Black Lakes.
and these are there to attract the eye holds its regular session on the aee-onmoment
last
of
illumination
that
the
DELIVER ELKS' EULOGY.
Questa, Ranches de Taos, Red River City, Taos and Twining.
create in him a desire
and fourth Wednesdays of eacfc
of earthly existence that the world of the young and
A.
W.
GORMAN,
Sugmonth. Visiting brothers are invited
J, van HOUTEN;
P. J. DEDMAN.
we had to try these drinks for himself.
if
off
better
been
have
would
Brethren Will Be RememDAVID KNAPP.
Gen Pass- - Agen Departed
never lived. It is then the soul cries gestions that fall with greater force and welcome.
bered by Albuquerque Lodge on
Superintendent V. Ores, and Gen Mgron the impressionable minds of the
Exalted Ruler.
a
a
Maker
to
for
day,
JW.
its
reprieve,
RATON. N.
RATON. N, M
Memorial Day.
RATON, N M.
New
to
Fe'
All
honor
D.
Santa
the
SENA.
J.
young.
Secretary.
to
week, even one little hour in which
Mexican for its stand in this matter-m- ay
Albuquerque, X. M., Dec. 3. The atone for the wrongs, the hurts,
of
name and memory of the members
it grow and become a power for
Knghts of Pythias.
injustice and cruelties. How
Albuquerque Lodze No. 4G1, B. P. O. the white
Fe
re- good in our territory that will leave
Santa
moment
Lodge No. 2, Knights of
last
of
that
light
E.. who have gone to join the great
Pythias. Regular meeting 1st ana 3d
how the riches, an indellible mark.
true
the
veals
values;
On Monday next at 8 p. m., Rev. J. Tuesdays in month at S o'clock in I.
grand lodge of their hereafter will be honor and fame of this world dwindle,
n
I. Seder, Superintendent of the
honored in the Elk's theatre Sunday and the
O. O. F. hall, San Francisco St. Visitpure gold of kindness, honesty,
afternoon..-"wheevery Elk in the city mercy and love glow with everlasting
League of New Mexico, will ing Knights invited to attend.
deliver a stereoptican lecture in San
will as,3ist in impressive memorial
AUGUST REINGARDT, C. C.
power and light.
Fe at the Elks' opera house, and JOHN K. STAUFFER. K. R. S.
ta
services.
It. is a good question for us to ask
will also organize a branch league
'During the several years Albuquerin the morning whether or here.
ourselves
twenty-Seder comes highly recommend POLITICIANS MANAGE NEque lodge has been in existence,
us will
one
members have silently laid not the unknown day before
BRASKA'S INSTITUTIONS.
and Intends organizing in every
ed,
we have lived, and at
down the journey of life and have de- be better that
town and city of any size in the terribefore we enter that mysterious
Lincoln, Neb., Dec. 3. Inmates of
tory. We hope many will hear him
parted for the better land, where hap- night
so
state
nearly akin to death, it is bet- Good government, law and order are Nebraska state, institutions are at the
piness is and happiness is eternal.
van
Each year on the first Sunday in De ter still to look backif over the can going to become popular and am
mercy of the politicians, says W. iC
our
heart
find
and
ished
day
ob"Shall it be bettor that I have lived?' Patrick, former state senator from
cember, the Albuquerque lodge has
we can truthfully say.
served the beautiful custom, general acquit us andI
Sarpy county. He today forsook the
lived this day, bethave
is
"It
better
S. Joyce, Claremont, N. H., board of control of the school for the
with Elks' lodges throughout the
Mrs.
men and better for the world."
United States, of paying a tribute to ter for
writes: "About a year ago I bought blind at Nebraska City and the school
is so much in the world needThere
TO THE EAST & NOTiTH
two bottles of Foley's Kidney Reme- for the deaf at Omaha and tendered
their beloved brothers who have pre
so
be
to
done right now,
many
ceded them. In past years the serv- ing
dy. It cured me of a severe case of his resignation in a letter to Governor
of magnitude and unending iml Now in effect. Via
ices have been beautiful and impres- things
kidney trouble of several years stand- Shallenberger, in which he declared he
So great need for justice,
is a grand, good wanted to be at liberty to denounce the
sive and it is planed to make the portance.
ing. It
for mercy, for human kindness to medicine,certainly
I
if
recommend appointment of politicians to the manand
CENTRAL
MEXICO
next
memorial
possible,
heartily
Sunday,
NEW.
every thing that lives, that it is it" Sold by all druggists.
even more impressive than ever
agement of state institutions. He
strange we cannot see the right and
makes no personal charges, but conwant to do that above everything else CENTENARY OF GOOD
A splendid program will be renderdemns the spoils system and proposes
that will help us, and the whole
SISTERS OF CHARITY. a crusade by which qualified men shall
ed, participated in by the best availthe most.
be given control, solely on merit.
able talent. The eulogy will be de- world,
A. N. BROWN
our position the greater
The
For rull particulars,
as
A.
higher
noted
E.
Mann,
livered
3. In
by
comDec.
Judge
Colo.,
Denver,
A.-P. AS, W.
E,
G. P.
the more trust
Address
an eloquent orator. Mrs. Frederic our obligation;
Kl Paso Texas.
Preventics, the new Candy Cold
in
more will be expect ago of the order of the Sisters of Cure
the
us,
here
posed
will
arrive
Winn, of Magdalena,
Tablets, are said by druggists to
tomorrow and take part in the pro- ed of us Am I mayor Of a town. I am Charitv in the TTnitert States mom. have four special specific advantages
gram Sunday, singing a solo from in a way responsioie ior mat town, me hers of thp order in this country over all other remedies for a cold.
people have placed confidence in me Wednesday celebrated the dav with First
Handel, "Show Me Thy Way."
They contain no Quinine, nothI3BEE33
be
will
In Denver last Sunday
The memorial services
pub and placed me at their head to look ceremonies.
or sickening. Second They
harsh
ing
lic and the general public is invited after their best interests. If I am a special mass was held for Mother give almost instant relief. Third
faithful to that trust, I must see that Seaton, the founder, and in other Pleasant to the
to attend.
taste, like candy.
The following program, prepared by the rights of no one individual are in cities, notably in New York where Fourth A lare box 48 Preventics
Dr. J. W. Colbert, assisted by other fringed on by another, I must see that the sister bodies are the strongest, at 25 cents. Also fine for feverish
members of the memorial day commit- their money is wisely spent so as to the ceremonies extends over two days. children. Sold by Stripling-Burrow- s
Co.
Elizabeth Anne Bagley Seaton who
tee, will be rendered Sunday after- bring them the greater benefit; I must
look to their health, I must look to established the sisterhood in this
noon, commencing at 2:30.
JAIL PRISONERS AT
Overture "Meditation" . . . Morrison all law enforcements, see that every country, was a convert to the faith.
TRINIDAD GO ON STRIKE.
was
born in 1774 in New York
officer does his duty; I must make She
Orchestra.
she
my town clean, good and beautiful, city. At the age of twenty-on- e
Funeral March (Elks Entering)
Trinidad, Colo., Dec. 3. Incensed at
con- married William Seaton a merchant
will
undone
that
leaving
nothing
Chopin
a change in county jailers, twenty-fiv- e
New
who
of
1803.
in
died
Two
York,
finanto
duce
the physical, moral and
Orchestra.
cial welfore of my town. I must stand years later she embraced the Catholic on prisoners in the county jail went
Salution by Exalter Ruler.
a strike. They refused to take
to that town in about the same posi- faith. Going to Baltimore she opened
Calling roll of deceased brothers.
a private school for young women. orders from D. B. Leonard, successor
a
wise
tion
that
and
stands
father
good
"Near My God to Thee,"
Her great wish was to devote her to Oscar Vanderburg.
They refused
to his family.
By Lodge and Audience.
life to religion and in 1809, she con to scrub the corridor,
congregated
The relation of a governor to his secrated
Solo "The Better Land"
herself by vows to such near the grating of the door, and with
Mme. Heamans state or territory is the same, only work.
Very soon a young communi hoots and yells reviled their new keepForest S. Cartwright.
larger and more varied duties. It ty of devout women mnrlploH after er. Leonard sought the services of
seems about almost impossible to be- - tne Sister8 of
Responses by Officers.
founded
in his predecessor in office to restore orIncluding
lieve that men could hold these high France in 1663 bycharity
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St. Vincent De Paul der, but the old jailer declared that he
-positions of trust and esteem and not sprang into existence.
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Financial aid had no further authority and left Leonfeel an overwhelming sense of obliga- was given by Samuel
Address Judge E. A Mann.
Cooper, a young ard to solve the problem of prison disSolo "Show Me Thy Way".. Handel tion and responsibility. How .could convert preparing for Holy Orders,
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hand, barter the rights of his people
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the congestion and expels the cold
To
show
the growth since that time from
The legislator should feel the weight
lodge are as follows. Ferdinand Levi,
laxayour system. Is
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ff rests and water powers. The
OPEN THIRD ANNUAL
AT MILWAUKEE! starvation of children is as important
as the conservation of other natural
As the subject of indus
National Society for the Promotion resources.
trial education concerns every inter- of Industrial Education Now
i
est in the state and nation, it is emi- in Session.
Milwaukee, Wis., Dec. 4 Tho Na nentlj' necessary that it be adminis
ol tered by the same agencies that ad
tional Society for the Promotion
Industrial Education opened the ses- minister our present public school
sions
is third annual convention systems.
Industrial education will "require
in the Xew Auditorium this morning.
No trades schools or
funds.
state
the
of
V.
Frederick
Sivyer, president
Northwest Malleable Iron Company, agricultural schools have been sucThe Hon. David S. Rose cessful without government and
presided.
state aid. Again, it is a state policy
mayor of Milwaukee, offered a cordial
welcome to the delegates present, because it is necessary to economize adwho represented more than twenty educational effort and to properly
um wincu vauuu
states. Many of the onicers ot me jusl me
branches were present together infinities may contemplate. Whether
with a large representation from the these localities take up industrial
and trade schools of the mid-- ! ucation or not, is often a question of
die west. Mayor Rose extended to community ability. Xo child should
in
all the visitors the freedom of the be disadvantaged by the locality
citv, and told them what Milwaukee which he lives. Ratio of population
fins' done in the development of the to taxable property differs so widely
school of trades. He bade them that, the state must see to it that the
studv the fine exhibitions of trade educational chances are evened up.
schorl work in the neighboring halls, Trade Schools Should Be Close to
People.
and see what the west is doing in
"The state hould not pay all the ex- The first ad- industrial education.
dress of the meeting was made by aipenses of industrial education. Local
must he
representative of organized labor, enterprise and responsibility
John Golden of Fall River. Mass., j developed. All industrial, trade and
schools must he close to
general president of the United Tex-- agricultural
the people. The control of industrial
tile Workers of America.
Mr Golden snoke on the growing education should be in the hands of
need for state legislation on indus-- ; existing state boards of education. It
trial education, and pointed out the is inconsistent with our accepted
need for industrial schools developed theories of state and local governunder state auspices. He said in ment to prohibit to the various communities of the state the same reaspart:
"The wage earners of the country onable control ovsr industrial schools
realize perhaps in a more keen sense which they tax themselves to support
han anvone else for crying need of as they exercise over their other editindustrial technical schools to supple- ca'ionai departments.
"The question of industrial educament the existing school system, and
tion
is of vital interest to trades
which
need
new
educational
meet
a
to
has developed with the evolution of unions and manufacturers. The state
can develop a plan of procedure
our industries and commerce.
both
Labor Leader Says Every State Must which will meet the
of employer and employe. Organized
Establish Trade Schools
"If we are to successfully compete labor will not deny the utmost oppor-wii

;

!

j

e

cuui-Mat-

j

j

1

i

h

the great industrial nations ofjtunity tc its own children through incan
have
labor
rial
if
dust
Union
training
in
the
he world, every state
must put forth its best, efforts to es- - confidence that what is to be done
tablish industrial technical schools, will be free from selfish exploitation
not tor the exploitation of any spe- - and rest upon a truthful educational
and be guided by the
cial interests; and whether it be
- mon advantage of all the Interests
labor, organized capital, qanv other nart. of our body politic, if concerned. .
in Line
With
iro havo in Till nil the true nrincinles Industrial Education
Movement.Union
Trade
foundis
movement
which
this
upon
"Industrial education is but one
ed, we t.hall loin hands together in
common accord for the material and Phase of a growing recognition of las
bor
T1Snts
and
in
and
Privileges,
industrial uplift of all.
"While many states have enacted this respect is closely related to the
lrws with a view of promoting and; trades union movement. The latter
technical movement has stood for a better
industrial
establishing
work to inS wake, for better factory condi-bmuch
there is still
and for better restrictions of
done, and the state that lags
hind in this great movement, will fail child laor. Organized labor has
its duty to itself, its people and the wavs been concerned with the
fare of all influences that make for
well being of the industrial
"While many systems are being
and most of them have many ers of th'e country. It has always had
a hman interest in the welfare of
good features, we cannot afford to be
wedded to any hard and fast rule or children anl understands that sound
industrial education has the same
policy we must be prepared to meas-- '
ure cur cloth according to the coat Purose in mind. To the extent that
industrial education has the welfare
that is needed, and the door must be ot"
industrial workers and their chil- open to all "
"Mon end women must not be early dren at heart organized labor stands
move"
trained as specialists, but equipped readv ,to suPnort anv Publicestablish-tradto grasp the higher technique of the ment looklnS towards the
sund and thorough indus- or calling they may be best
education."
trial
,
leu iUl. nn,..
lUCJf 111UOL lcaijl Liic naj a
Charles R. Richards, director of
thing is done, why it is done, and the
Union, New York City, spoke
Cooper
doof
most
artistic
and
way
best
very
on
the exhibition of Trade
briefly
ing it, coupled with an economic School Work shown at the convention.
labor.
their
of
of
value
the
knowledge
This is the kind of education that is He reviewed the plan of the National
in bringing Society to gather together at each
needed. Let all
it about. The sooner the task is ac- meeting, a representative showing of
the latest and best work being done
complished the better for all."
Mr. Arthur D. Dean, also spoke on in trade schools all over the country,
State Needs and Laws. Mr. Dean is and noted the growing excellence of
He
chief of the division of trades schools the product of these schools.
said:
of the New York state department of
education. He said:
"Thirty schools, extending from
"Industrial education means the re- Portland, Oregon, Boston, Massachuin this exhibisetts, are
directing of our public schools, adapt. tion. The represented
work all over the country
to
our
of
them
the
needs
Ing
people,
from an economic as well as from a shows great progress.
"The drawing from the evening
social standpoint. It is in no way
antagonistic to the general function schools includes work in machine
of all education which is to develop drafting, agricultural and freehand
and train the mind. The mind may drawing and designing, and shows
be trained by means of many sub- standards that compare favorably
schools
and
jects, and some subjects or processes with the engineering
are best for one group of persons and schools of fine arts.
other processes for other groups.
"The Milwaukee School of Trades
Tnis is a problem which has no sin- and Pratt Institute exhibit
courses
gle solution. There will be as many of machine work which demonstrate
classifications as there are vocations forcibly the superior opportunities
as for thorough training afforded by
and nearly as many solutions
there are communities.
trade schools as compared with the
No Educational
Law for Rich and ordinary methods of apprenticeship.
One of the most interesting exhibits
Another for Poor.
"A state policy of industrial educa- is that made by the International Tytion must be considered in the light pographical Union illustrating the reof education in an industrial democ- sults of its course and instruction in
racy that the state is endeavoring artistic typographical composition,"
to construct an educational philosoCharles F. Perry, supervisor of inphy for those who work in our con- dustrial education in the Milwaukeeand schools, spoke on methods of developstructive industries.
Simple
balanced justice make it necessary ing trade school work for boys. He
to give to the wage earning masses cited his experience in organizing the
and to the common industries such Milwaukee School of the Trades and
equivalent as we can for what the said:
present schools are doing for the
"A new problem is arising to tax
wealthier classes and for the profes- the best efforts of school boards all
sional and managing vocations.
over the country. It is a question of
"The raising of the compulsory sending out the youth of our land
school age to 16 years cannot be from our public schools better preavoided In the discussion of indus- pared to enter the ranks of earners.
trial education.
All schemes of in- This involves something which will
dustrial education base their claims help our boys and girls to find themon the years wasted between
the selves.
ages of 14 and 16. There is little use Trade Schools Teach More Than
in proposing a form of education necShop Work.
essarily expensive and complicated,
"The right vocational
institution
unless we strike at the root of the will
by no means teach shop work
evil. Every boy and girl up to the
only. It ,will teach mechanical drawage of at least 16 years should be en- ing and workshop mathematics. It
gaged in a work profitable to body, will take the student on shop inspec- mind and soul, or else in a school
j
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which we hope may be even more
School laws and factory
profitable.
laws must work together.
State Must Conserve Its Children.
"The whole question of industrial
education is one for a state government to consider. It ranks with the
problems of state canals, highways,
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tion trips and make him prepare written reports on these trips. It will
give him lectures on topics pertaining to his trades and trades allied to
his. It will suggest to him correlated
Our country is awakening
reading.
to the value of night schools of both
FOR RENT OR SALE-writi-- r. A z'jod type-grammar and high school grades.
J. li. Sloan.
When you arc sick,
Trade papers are giving us what the
suffering from any of the
hungry workman wants ami in a form
irouDies peculiar to women,
of three furnistiFOR RENT -- Sni
delay take Carthai he can readily grasp. Correswell-know- n
laifii-lAvenue.
i'mhhs. No. '''!
woand
successful
dui,
for
remedy
pondence schools help many, and.
Mrs.
Moid.'.
men. Thousands of women hare used Cardui and
now, we are having university extension brought to our hoim-beea benefited.
and supFOR SALE A
Why
steam
you? Don't take any
fon
plemented by the personal instructor.
oft-trie- d
chances.
Get
boiler in good ocmiition. It will be
Cardui,
old,
reliable,
The University of Wisconsin
does
dispose of ;it vt r,- low pi ice. Apply
women of all ages.
remedy,
this, and what Wisconsin can do, othNe-.to the
Mexican Printing Comers may do.
pany.
"It will be found that the cause of
vocational training will be more
WANTK.I) SAI.KS.MKN -- Now r.
speedily hastened and perfected by
onts-idof Sarta Fe io ell a eener-a- i
each city establishing, as soon as
line
of
strictly hkih rade groceries
possible, its own trade school, no
to hotels, farmers, stockinet an ! othmatter oa how humble a scale it may
er brre concerns. Our soods are
be, as long as it does a class of
with tif- nationto eom-'lguarantee,
work which will appeal to the boys
J 40
.
al as well as all slate pure food
and girls, the parents and employers.
No investment: commissions advancAmerica is Under Industrial Handicap
ed; experience unnecessary. Liberal
"America today is suffering under
$Tr9. Euzania Morgan, Sneedville, Tenn., writes:
income assured honest, energetic men.
cTor ten
such a tremendous handicap, indusWrite today for particulars. John
years I Buffered with the turn of life, and tried many remedies
trially speaking. Boys and girls and
Sexton v Co., Wholesale
without relief. I had pains all over my body and at times I could
Grocers,
parents are indifferent to the value
Lake ai.d Franklin Sts., Chicago.
of the skilled trades as a means of
not Bit up. At last I took Cardui and now I can do my housework.
livelihood.
Any solution which does
I have told many ladies about Cardui and recommend it to all sick
not appeal to youth and parent, will,
Notice for Publication.
women," Try it.
(Homestead Kntry No. "2G7.)
delay the remedy until America is
outdistanced as a producer.
AT ALL DRUG STORES
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe. N. M.,
"To hasten the establishment of
the new work, public attention must
November 1. 1909.
be challenged. The trade schools of
Notice is hereby given that Laura
Germany and throughout Europe are
Chase Allen, of Santa Fe. New Mexico,
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Pueblo, Dec. 3. John ickers was
acquitted in the district court todaj
on a charge of larceny from the person, although the authorities produced a watch which it was alleged ne
had taken from Mrs. Ida Hassler.
Attorney R. W. Morris, who represented Vickers, asked the court to administer an oath to Vickers to refrain
from the use of liquor as long as he
lives. Vickers took the oath. The dis- tiict attorney presented evidence to
the effect that Vickers had grabbed
a watch from Mrs. Hassler and then
ran away. Vickers' attorney intro- duced no evidence, and only argued the
case five minutes.
-

-

-

,

tion.
"Yet father is the one who at last
staite the wheels going round. If the
fire in bright, if the children are ade- qU:vtely shod, if there is a steak and
pudding on the table, the thanks primarily are to father. Good manage ment and thrift on the housekeeper's
income
p,,-- may stretch the family
to astonishing proportions, but all the
prudence In the world could not bring
about any result if the wage envelope
was not there with which to start.
"Consider father. lie can eat no
more and sleep no more than any one
else. Soberly dressed for the most
part, and wearing last winter's clothes

t(gt of portales N M christian En- - McKenzie, administratrix, of said es- deavor at 4 p. .m No other evening tate.
VICTOR ORTEGA.
service as congregation has been in v(ted to join in Elks memorial serv
Probate Judge.
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Served as coffee, the new coffee sub- stitute known to grocers everywhere
as Dr. Shoop's Health Coffee, will trick
Not a grain of
eVen a coffee expert.
reai coffee in it either. Pure health- fu toasted grains, malt, nuts, etc.,
have been so cleverly blended as to
give a wonderfully satisfying coffee
taste and flavor. And it Is "made in a
minute," too. No tedious 20 to 30
minutes boiling. Frank Andrews.
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and you will certainly come
We have all the facilities for
turning out every class of work, Including one of the best binderies In
the west.
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latter's
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report- ment of supplementary ones elsewhere
Morris Gomez returned today from
Sold Castillo Property Mayes and ed three hours late and the New Mex- throughout the
territory and this as
his ranch near Moriarty.
Bean real estate agents have sold the ico Central on time.
soon as the results are made maniof
the
fifth
Castillo property on Palace avenue
anniversary
Today is the
Oratorical Contest at Albuquerque fest. Even the railroads, he states,
Card Club and the event will be cele to Miss Elizabeth Dagg. The considThe oratorical contest at Albuquer realize the great advantaae of artifi- brated this evening when the club will eration is private.
last evening resulted in Miss Clal propagation of fish by means of a
que
meet with Mr. and Mrs. Robert P.
Portales Man Commjits Suicid-e- Helen Heacock
receiving the first hatchery and willingly make shipments
Ervien at the executive mansion. Be- Wood McGin, aged nineteen
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of Our National Re- have streams with plenty of fish, atSea Gulls Near Carlsbad Over a "The Conservation
Abe Spiegleberg, wno recently went
was given tracts the tourist, and the more tourCalkins
sources."
Fred
to Las Vegas because of illness and thousand miles from the nearest third prize, Edgar Jaffa fourth prize ists the more profit for them. This is
sea gulls
true not only with the railroad, but
who is being cared for by his sister, ocean, several hundred
on Lake McMillan and Ralph Gibson fifth prize.
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is reported as being in
with the territory itself. The more
j Mrs. H. Ilfeld,
and Lake Avalon of the Carlsbad irritourists that can be induced to come
a rather serious condition.
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gation project.
FISH HATCHERY. here the greater opportunity for
"Judge Alford V. Cooley was forced
The effort
It Will Remain Moriarty
to his bed at Alamogordo by illness to
growth and progress.
change the name of the town and
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It is believed that the title to the
just before the closing session and postoffice of Moriarty, Torrance counas a consequence was not able to
wanted can easily be securproperty
ty, to Carson, has failed, the postof- purposes only and will be completed ed
and the work of constructing the
preside in court. Judge Frank W. fice
reits
revoked
on January 1. It has a capacity of
Parker at Las Cruces, was telegraph- cent department having
hatchery will in all probability start
order.
fish annually! Hosselkus has within the very near future.
ed to come to Alamogordo to preside
FOUND By J. C. Sanchez, check also constructed a number of private
.until Judige CooVey rycovers. The
on National Bank of Com- hatcheries in Colorado and Utah.
exact nature of Judge Cooley's illness for $100
merce of El Paso, Texas, payable to
After looking over the local location,
is not known, but it is not thought
Narciso Barela and signed by M. P. Hosselkus declared it to be an Ideal
to be in any way serious.
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Mrs. Clayton, wife of Dr. portunity, private enterprise certainly
at Tucumcari, Carrizozo, and the two 13. M.
as the place, is just right for
died yesterday from would,
Clayton,
at Alamogordo have been practically
commercial purposes. In fact, he said
Beat
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a continuous performance, with little typhoid fever
come across a more
four small chil- that he has never
or no time to rest and recuperate. sides the husband,
with all conditions
location
suitable
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survive.
Then there occurred the sad death
The site viewed,
so
perfect.
nearly
Baptist Convention at Las Vegas
of Mrs. Cooley's sister, Miss Dalton,
Mexico Baptist convention has a lake covering forty acres. Near
The
New
after a long, hard siege of typhoid at
B. T. it, will be secured a plot of five acres
Las Vegas has
fever. Judge Cooley was presiding
of
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Link
City president. It on which will be erected the hatch
at Carrizozo at the time, and could
Marcellus
E. S. Atwood, sec ery and small ponds. The capacity
elected
not possibly leave his post. Mrs.
E.
P.
Aldredge of Portales de-- t planned is 1,600,000 fish annually, but
Cooley accompanied her sister s re- retary,
this capacity can be esaily increased
sermon.
convention
livered
the
mains to Boston, and has not yet re
as seen fit, there being no limit. After
Users
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turned to Alamogordo. Judge Cooleyj ,
work of construction is started, it
the
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A
brings
Washington
telegram
is serving his first term upon the
the welcome news that the time for can be completed within sixty days.
bench." El Paso Herald.
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been
Fatal Fight in Quay County As Carlsbad project has
is the gatherall
is
1 by the rethat
and
1
necessary
March
to
December
from
at
the result of a fight
Barrancos,
ing of spawn for hatching purposes.
Quay county, Charles W. Edwards, a clamation service.
H. A. HART
Sale a Great Success At the an- This is done in the spring, the hatchfarmer lies dying, and William Gore,
PROPRIETOR.
his neighbor, is in the county jail at nual sale given by the Guild of the ing time beginning May the first and
of
The
hatching
Tucumcari.
The dispute arose over Church of the Holy Faith at Library lasting through June.
hall yesterday afternoon nearly two j trout only will be attempted at first j
the putting up of a fence.
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Bakery

INTERESTING PRICES

9
6
7

BARS GOOD LATJNDtlY SOAP
25c
'
PEARL WHITE
25c
"
DIAMOND "O"
25c
Every one koowns what the Diaciiocd "C" is

POTATOES
ARE NOW AT THEIR LOWEST
15 lbs. for
25c
100 lbs for
1909 Walnuts and Almonds per lb. - M

F. Andrews,

20c

-
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Blush

Phone
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Right Now?
PHONE 204

4

Auto

HUBBS LAUNDRY COMPANY

"OUR WORK IS BEST"
Our Specialty Good
W. H.

Kerr Age Santa Fe

1

j

Albu-queerq-

THE ONLY BAKER r
Where you can get anything you want, no cheap
stuff, we use only the best of everything in our
Bakery.
Phone Ko. 4.

g

DO

1;30

APPLES $1.75 PER BOX
Winesaps, Jonathans, Northern I py and Winter

j
j

j

Work and Prompt Service:
Paone

122

Red

T
Hats For Young Men!

Bath

The Young Man who wan's a Hat in'
a smart, snappy style can find his ideal
Hat here.

No man who knows the luxury and com

fort of a Bath Robe could be induced to
dispense with it.
There's oceans of comfort in them before and after ike Bath, andfor loung
ing as well. We are showing a line of
the best styles, correctly made by a
maker that knows how. There are

Stiff and Soft Hats

Menjhat are

Terry

$1,25

Many new

$4.50 to $10.00
These Robes are cut long and

The

Hour.

$1,50 $2.50 to $3.50

k'nds, curves, colorings
and shapes for the winter.

etc.

Cloth Robes

to

MODERATE PRICES

Blanket Robes in Patterns, Turkish
Robes,

Up

for College

gene-

Just right for Xmas, most every
man, hereabouts, knows that when a
good thing in men's wear is wanted,
this is the store that always has it.

rous.
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Ano ATi I That's a swell looking
pair of shoes you
d
telling me where you got

them?

"Of course not. I got them of Salmon
I always get my shoes there."
Fd like to have a pair about like them
mind telling me what they cost?
"Of course not. I paid $5.50 for
them"
Great Scott! I would have guessed
$6.50 at least. I wonder if Salmon can
fit me as well as he has you?
"Certainly he can. He can fit
for he has all sizes and widths.
Everybody likes his Shoes.
--

any-bod- y,

The above conversation was heard on the street yesterday.

it

SALMON'S

IMA

HAN

SANTA FE,

NEW MEXICO.
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